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Abstract
Internationalization of higher education may have “lost its way” (Knight, 2014), such that
“the end of internationalization” may be on the horizon (Brandenburg & de Wit, 2015).
Competing visions and goalsetting may be at the heart of this dissolution, and may be mirrored
in both global tensions between market- and justice-based perspectives, as well as in the
fragmented offices and disparate goalsetting of a large Canadian university, UX (a pseudonym).
Thus, UX has a Problem of Practice wherein international supports do not work together in a
concerted way to effectively support international, and perhaps other, marginalized students. In
this Organizational Improvement Plan, transformative leadership will present a synergistic path
forward, using Riel & Martin’s (2017) constructive alignment to distill positive elements of both
perspectives, specifically informing the transformation of one such office of international
support: the International Foundations Program. This vision is largely based on a wider vision of
intercultural needs, including Indigenous, LGBTQ, and other marginalized populations alongside
international within the learning community. These populations provide not only models for
deeper recognition, service, and support in higher education, but also serve to expand the market
for the International Foundations Program. Overall, the OIP is intended to provide leadership in
UX internationalization support, with the eventual goal of restructuring internationalization
offices and informing UX Internationalization policy.

Keywords: Internationalization, Higher Education, International Student, Recruitment,
Organizational Change, Marketization
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Executive Summary
The Internationalization of Higher Education has reached a critical point in its
development, as two dominant visions, neoliberal marketization, and social justice, are seen in
competition. Social justice research laments the marketization of international higher education,
particularly when at the cost of instructional and service quality. Much international, national,
and local policy, however, can be seen as having an implicit neoliberal goalsetting, thus staging
the tension between these two perspectives. The International Foundations Program at UX (a
pseudonym), is at a similar crossroad. Flagging enrollment, new leadership, and an unclear
vision for future development present an opportunity for more ambitious goalsetting, and
perhaps even transformation, into a new era of higher education internationalization. To do so,
this paper seeks to align neoliberal goalsetting and socially just approaches to international
higher education by supporting more diverse student populations, as opposed to focusing on
international students alone. Thus, the rights of, and services for, international students at the
university can be enshrined alongside those of Indigenous, LGBTQ, and other underrepresented,
diverse populations, and specifically supported by more aligned and concerted structures and
policy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Problem

The following Organizational Improvement Plan [OIP] proposes the physical
restructuring and broadened goalsetting of offices supporting internationalization within a large
postsecondary organization, with the purpose of driving a more informed, aligned, and even
transformative approach to internationalization campus-wide. Currently, competing approaches
are evident in the various internationalization offices and policies across campus and beyond,
which negatively affect the international student experience. Specifically, this OIP will imbue a
social justice perspective into existing conceptualizations to inform transformation of one
faculty’s International Foundations Program (IFP) into a more robust and inclusive pan-campus
student support office. Although social justice perspectives are often seen in contrast to existing
neoliberal perspectives of success in higher education, this OIP seeks to align both by creating a
synergy of their merits, with the goal of creating success for the program, its housing university,
and most importantly, the students themselves.
Organizational Context
In order to better understand the origins, current state, and opportunities for
internationalization at UX (a pseudonym) it is important to first gain traction within the context
of higher education internationalization both globally and locally. The following section
introduces seminal research in the field, summarizes relevant external approaches and
goalsetting, and outlines the role of and opportunities for increased internationalization of higher
education in the local organizational context.
Context of international higher education. Knight (2004) offers one of the most widely
accepted definitions of higher-education internationalization, as “the process of integrating an
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international, intercultural or global dimension into the purpose, functions or delivery of postsecondary education” (p. 11). Internationalization of higher education is not a new phenomenon,
but changes and challenges to the characteristics of how it supports globalization are driving it
toward uncharted territory. Knight & de Wit (2018) summate that “internationalization has
evolved from a marginal and minor component to a global, strategic, and mainstream factor in
higher education” (p. 2). Tian & Ni (2018) further position the current trajectory as “an
irreversible trend in today’s world; globalization drives the process of internationalization of
higher education (IoHE) to be a part of international free trade system” (p. 187), a process that
Knight (2014) laments is “losing its way” (p. 76). Global tensions between market-focused and
socially just goalsetting are not absent from Canadian politics, as evidenced in debates over oil
pipelines and immigration. Yet despite current geopolitical instability and polarization, in
Canadian higher education there remains a clear, if tenuous, movement toward global trade,
partnership, and cooperation (Canadian International Education Strategy, 2014).
Global comparative context. Contextualizing the development of Canadian higher
education internationalization, other developed markets have shown strong commitments to the
internationalization of their own higher education institutions. In particular, Asia leads the world
in student mobility (UNESCO, 2017), modelling ambitious goals and the frameworks required to
grow international education. Jiang & Ma (2015) note, “overseas education in China has
experienced a rapid development … [bringing] political, cultural, educational, and economic
gains” (p. 1). The Japanese Ministry of Education aims to triple their current number of 100 000
international students by 2020, and to support this, increase international teaching staff, with
20% of classes taught in English by 2023 (Goodman, 2016). Asia is not alone in its push for
internationalization of higher education. The European Parliament study on internationalization
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of higher education (Rostan, 2015) proposes specific metrics and strategies for increasing
internationalization of higher education. While most European universities are undertaking
activities to entrench internationalization (Engel, Sandstrom, van der Aa & Glass, 2015; Sursock,
2015), many identified ‘leaders’ have adopted clear policy to increase internationalization at
even higher rates, as 76% of Dutch universities have done (Beelen & Jones, 2015). In short, the
developed world has identified internationalization of higher education as a priority, and is
supporting it with policy, metrics, and leadership.
Effects on local context. With this growth in the international education market have
come challenges and opportunities for Canadian higher education and the communities in which
it operates, as perspectives on the marketization of higher education range from required to
resisted (Hall, 2018; Hazelkorn, 2007; Lynch, 2015; Thakur, 2007). Canadian trade agreements
such as cross-border articulation, free movement of postsecondary students, and
licensed/franchised curricula depict a sophisticated education market, replete with up-to-date
valuation of national and local education systems, public and private migration mechanisms,
corporate partnerships and sponsorship, and advertising. Canadian higher education is often
valuated internationally through private rankings (e.g., Times Higher Education [THE] and
Quacquarelli Symonds [QS]), which are often erroneously seen as official standards of quality by
prospective consumers of education (Altbach, 2015b). Overall, Canada shows well in such
metrics, and recent rankings position Canadian universities higher than ever before ("CWUR
2018-2019 Top Universities in the World", 2019). The Canadian International Education
Strategy (2014), prepared by the federal ministry of Foreign Affairs, Trade, and Development,
capitalizes upon this market branding, using commercial verbiage in highlighting Canada’s
“competitive advantage” in “education markets” to achieve “targets of international students”
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(pp. 5-11). This is echoed in the Provincial International Strategy [PIS] (2013) guiding UX,
which aligns the lessening role of resource development in the province’s economy with an
increased role for education “to promote investment” (p. 18). Clearly, a premium branding of
Canadian education is being fostered to gain a competitive edge in the market, and provincial
markets are keen to capitalize.
The Canadian Bureau for International Education [CBIE] reports numbers of
international students studying in Canadian post-secondary institutions almost doubling in recent
years (CBIE, 2017), largely due to perceptions of quality education. Yet with only 7% of
international students choosing Canada as their study destination, lagging behind the US and UK
at 28% and 11% respectively (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2019), Canada seems poised to
take a greater share of the international student market. With 84 schools worldwide teaching
Canadian K-12 curriculum (Canadian Information Centre for International Credentials, 2016), a
clear pathway to Canadian higher education has been laid. Even for students without facility in
English, Canada remains a draw, as learning the lingua franca of education (Jenkins & Leung,
2013; Rostan, 2015) becomes an added benefit of studying in Canada. Moreover, the physical
environment itself situates Canada well for recruiting international students. Beyond the many
landscapes, demographic pockets, city sizes, and even longitudes available for students to choose
from, Canada also boasts a pristine and clean environment (McKitrick, Aliakbari & Stedman,
2019), and the city in which UX is housed is ranked in the top five worldwide for liveability
("Vienna overtakes Melbourne as the world’s most liveable city", 2018). Canada has a short
history, but a long tradition of welcoming immigration. With multiculturalism enshrined in its
constitution, the lure for international students is strong, and grows stronger with increasing
destabilization and xenophobia in other English-speaking education market competitors. For
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example, the CBIE found Canada’s “reputation as a tolerant, non-discriminatory, [and] safe
country” (CBIE, 2017, p. 1) as a main draw for students; a value made clearer in contrast with its
closest neighbor, and leading study destination, the United States of America.
International students in Canada contributed $15.5 billion in economic activity in 2016,
supporting 168 860 jobs (Roslyn Kunin & Associates, 2017). For example, Nova Scotia has
counted international students as “the province’s second largest…revenue, bringing in nearly a
billion dollars a year” (vanKampen, 2016) with over 10 000 students annually. Such market
metrics form only a part of the rationale for Canada’s push for international student recruitment,
as, “in addition to the economic benefits they may provide, international and foreign students
also add to the social and cultural dimensions of the communities in which they study. They may
become future citizens, or they may become unofficial ambassadors when they return home”
(Canada, Statistics Canada, 2013, p. 54). Overall, Canadian higher education has the potential to
deliver high-quality service to international students, and sees financial and other benefits from
doing so.
UX case study. UX is a large Canadian public university, defined provincially as a
Comprehensive Academic Research Institution (Province, 2003). It is comprised of over a dozen
faculties and schools on several campuses, a student body of over 30 000, and 1 800 academic
staff, and is one of the highest revenue-generating universities in Canada. Overall, guidance is
affected primarily through the provincial Post-Secondary Learning Act, while community
stakeholder input is managed through a dedicated Community Engagement Department.
Internally, the Board of Governors, General Faculties Council, and Executive Leadership Team
incorporate stakeholder views gained through the above paths to govern the university at large
(see Appendix A1; A2). The Board of Governors, formed as a corporation, leads the
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development of strategic direction and policy, and ensures that activities are in line with the
university’s mandate, which directs UX “to the development and critique of societal goals … [to]
serve the needs of the local, provincial, national, and international communities” (Province,
2010, p. 1). The university’s current Strategic Plan, currently in its second five-year iteration
(2017-2022), encompasses four focal-area strategies, including Sustainability, Mental Health,
Indigenization, and Internationalization. By creating and delivering exemplary services,
processes, and outcomes, the university's mission includes enriching the quality and breadth of
learning, and fully integrating the university within the communities it serves. Moreover, the
university’s stated goal is to be recognized internationally for the success of its students
(Province, 2010). Finally, its core values include support, collaboration, communication, and
globalization. Although the above is not an exhaustive account of UX’s organizational structure,
it does highlight themes key to this OIP, such as integration with international communities,
social critique, student support and service, and a global mindset.
Although higher UX leadership follows a hierarchical governance structure, at the faculty
level, academic staff leadership is at least partially distributed through collegial governance, and
models the ideals of collective interaction (Jones, Harvey, Lefoe & Ryland, 2014; Whitchurch,
2008). Thus, a key tenet of distributed leadership, a less hierarchical approach (Jones, Lefoe,
Harvey & Ryland, 2012), is limited to intra-faculty academic staff. Moreover, Gronn (2009)
argues that distributed leadership is not leadership at all, but a situation, often veiling delegation
of responsibility, and not necessarily furthering democracy. As such, faculties’ relationality to
higher-level decision making at UX may be better termed a “leadership configuration” (Gronn,
2009, p. 422), as it models relationality, but allows neither democratic veto nor the displacement
of individual leadership. For example, academic staff, regardless of rank, within the Faculty of
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Education (a pseudonym) are each members of an Educational Study Area [EDSA], which serve
as collegially governed, standing committees able to pass motions advising the Faculty Council.
Beyond the faculty, however, such motions then proceed through a campus-wide hierarchy
starting with the Academic Planning and Priorities Committee, to the General Faculties Council,
and finally to the provincial Ministry of Advanced Education (see Appendix A1; A2). Moreover,
the prevalence, and mutability, of leader goals in this hierarchy will be compounded by a seachange in UX leadership, and thus goalsetting, in 2019, which includes changes in the president
of the university, several deans, including Faculty of Education, and the Associate Dean of the
International Foundations Program [IFP].
As a critical piece of UX internationalization, IFP’s history is intertwined with at least
two other structures in effecting internationalization at the university: UXInternational [UXI] and
International Student Services [ISS] (both pseudonyms). UXI is accountable for outbound, or
study abroad, programs and international partnerships, and ISS for incoming international
student advising and support; IFP is the only academic department of the three. Initially one
entity within UX (Centre for International Education and Business [CIEB]), within which there
was “limited synergy and perhaps even cultural disparity” (UX, 2001, p. 10), these three offices
broke apart and migrated into their current positioning: UXI as a standalone department led by
the Vice-Provost (International), and ISS within Student and Enrollment Services’ [SES]
portfolio alongside support offices for other marginalized student populations. IFP was brought
to the Faculty of Education by the former Associate Vice-President (International) of CIEB when
taking a new position in the faculty.
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Figure 1. Overview of Key Internationalization Structures at UX.
The initial acrimony between these three arms of internationalization at the university
may be a cause of the current fragmented support for internationalization and international
students. This disconnect has manifested in very different approaches, challenges, and accolades
for each. UXI has shown strong leadership in internationalization at the university, as evidenced
by awards, agreements signed, and funding received (UXI Presentation, 2018). Indeed, it has
reached across campus to support department and faculty initiatives, and is even directly linked
under the ISS website. The same cannot be said of ISS, whose offerings are limited to visa and
immigration support, advising, and a few (5) social programs. This may belie the fact that ISS
does link to other support areas within the university, such as counseling and academic support,
yet it still does not offer specific interpretation or adaptation of these programs for international
students. Overall, UXI is focused on securing external funding and partnerships, while ISS is
internally funded as an administrative office within Student Enrollment Services. Beyond ISS,
UXI, and IFP, there are several localized internationalization structures supporting intra-faculty
initiatives, which have no mandated communication with the above three structures, but do
support and inform each other, if sometimes haphazardly. For example, a recent international
initiative developed by the Faculty of Nursing invited IFP instructors for one iteration, but did
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not inform it of subsequent projects due to a change in leadership; moreover, the
Internationalization Advisory Committee for the Faculty of Education, which houses IFP, was
not involved with the project at any point. In short, although the structures and actions to support
internationalization at UX are present, capable, and in action, it appears that marketing has
overtaken collaboration.
The OIP at hand focuses on IFP as both the author’s employment context and a potential
seed for change in UX internationalization. IFP has yet to formalize a vision and mission
statement, however, is housed in the Faculty of Education, whose current internationalization
plan contains the vision: “To inspire and prepare diverse human minds and spirits to flourish
through facilitating outstanding opportunities for … citizenship all in the service of the local and
global public good” (UX Faculty of Education, 2013). That statement is accompanied by the
mission to engage “with local and global communities in relevant, responsible, and reciprocal
relationships, we will engage our teaching and learning, … and service and community in
defining and practicing just and equitable global citizenship” (Faculty of Education, 2013, p. 6).
IFP has traditionally been the main throughput of international students to the university, and
although it originally focused on the language needs of international students not meeting
English Language Proficiency requirements for entry to the university, it has evolved to three
program-level outcomes: academic English, skills, and acculturation to support any student
entering the university. This has widened its scope to include, for example, local, Indigenous,
mature, and immigrant students with academic or intercultural needs.
Overall, the above structuring and governance show a shift of organizational culture
between UX leadership, the Faculty of Education, and IFP. The first relies more on hierarchical
leadership, as opposed to the distributed or collegial governance of the latter two. Moreover,
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quantitative student enrollment targets in UX policy contrast more qualitative, student-focused
visioning at the faculty and program level. Finally, the visioning of UX’s International Strategy
focuses on more reputation and quantitative goalsetting, while IFP and the Faculty of Education
focus on the “service of the local and global public good” (Faculty of Education, 2013, p. 7).
These inconsistencies in visioning and leadership reflect global tensions between neoliberal and
social justice perspectives, and have created a critical Problem of Practice [POP] at UX.
Leadership Position and Lens
The author of this work, a Canadian national, has held Instructor rank within IFP since
2006. Despite being in longstanding employ with the university, the rapidly changing
internationalization landscape and IFP’s crashing student enrollment present concerns regarding
employment and agency that are only exacerbated by upcoming changes in university and
faculty leadership. As a faculty Instructor, the author is, however, able to present motions to his
EDSA, which, if supported, will follow a formal approval hierarchy (Appendix A1). Moreover,
his cross-appointment as Program Coordinator within IFP has facilitated relationship-forging
both within the program and with administrative and support staff pan-campus. This may be
important, as non-academic department allies are now increasingly able to initiate motions to
alter policies and procedures, also following UX’s formal approval process (UX, 2018). Thus,
the author’s leverage for change will rest not on authority, but instead upon the formal approval
process, relationship-building, and champion-engendering both within the Faculty of Education,
and with internationalization offices pan-campus.
The author’s approach to leadership practice is grounded in social justice and critical
internationalization (e.g., Chun, 2009; De Wit & Leask, 2017; Stein, Andreotti, & Suša, 2019),
and is also informed by parallel anti-oppressive research conceptualizations (see Appendix B).
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Although these frameworks will be discussed later, it is relevant here to outline a foundation of
those qualities social justice leaders themselves embody. Hill (2018) presents a clear connection
to the author’s leadership positioning in stating that a social justice leader exemplifies the “traits
of being culturally competent, equity driven, and inclusive of all students; carries out actions
such as making equitable organizational changes and courageous decision making; uses the
strategies of relational leadership and a whole child education; and draws on personal and
professional experiences” (p. ix). This OIP exemplifies such a commitment in making the plans
and decisions to effect organizational change at UX by including international stakeholders’
perspectives, and supports for intercultural competence for a more diverse range of students. The
author’s personal and professional experiences have created such a leader, grounded in the
perspective “That is who I am” (Hill, 2018, p. 89). Moreover, in their work on decolonizing
education, discussed further in Appendix B, Brown & Strega (2005) outline the ‘actionorientation’ of anti-oppressive research as social justice in processes and outcomes, which aligns
with the author’s ‘on-the-ground’ positioning and agency. They also point to the “relationshipbuilding” goalsetting (Brown & Strega, 2005, p. 20) at the heart of the proposed OIP, and
between the author and internal and external partners.
Rather than using traits or positional power, it is intended that the author’s specific
organizational (Godkin, 2010) and contextual knowledge within the field of international
education will support the agency needed to effect change. Leithwood, Seashore, Anderson &
Wahlstrom (2004) note the “role of professional learning experiences in leadership” (p. 18), and
although the author’s formal role is low within the UX’s organizational hierarchy, he does bring
over twenty years of experience working in international contexts. These experiences include not
only teaching in English as a Second Language classrooms, but also owning a tri-national
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business, wide-ranging work in the tourism industry, and extensive experience living overseas.
Although these experiences overlap in terms of being globally focused, that they are so varied,
including fields of language, business, and recreation, also informs an awareness of the role of
belonging. The importance of belonging is fundamental in creating both organizational culture
and deep cross-cultural experiences; the consequences of not doing so can be critical not only for
students, but the leader (Riley, 2017; Sharon & Turner, 2018).
Northouse (2019) takes care in discerning leadership traits from processes of leadership,
and the relationship between the author and the populations supported by this paper could also be
discussed as delimitations. It is important to note that on at least two levels, the author’s position
in this OIP may be affected by his personal traits, regardless of the anti-oppressive orientations
discussed above. Alhough trait-based perspectives on leadership had fallen from prominence
(Zaccaro, 2007), more recent models allow that such traits may still affect leadership (Antonakis
& Day, 2017; Nawaz & Khan, 2016; Yukl & Mahsud, 2010). For example, although attributes
such as scholarship and knowledge are more democratically accessible, physique, sex, fluency,
age, and attractiveness continue to be seen as promoting leadership (Eklund, Barry & Grunberg,
2017; Guerrero, 2017; Stogdill, 1948; Vestal, 2013). Therefore, it is important for the author to
reflect upon and acknowledge the role of his personal traits, which include being tall, white,
male, fluent in English, athletic, and (arguably) attractive, particularly in relation to some of the
populations addressed in this paper, who may be experiencing unfair bias precisely due to being
‘visible’ minorities or not meeting certain ideals of such personal traits. In short, although the
author seeks to leverage his organizational and contextual knowledge to develop supports for
international students, it must be acknowledged that the agency to do so may actually be
symptomatic of the problem of practice being addressed. Again, the role of anti-oppressive
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perspectives in allowing both difference- and critical-centered approaches (Brown & Strega,
2005) is vital in acknowledging the role and privilege of the author within the social-justice
paradigm, and his opposite but not opposing relationality to the populations discussed in this
OIP.
The question then arises of why the author chooses to lead change in this direction. On a
more personal level, the author is motivated by the ideals of servant leadership (Greenleaf, 1970)
as the author is not ‘international’, yet seeks to serve “the greater good of the organisations,
community, and society at large” (Northouse, 2018, p. 226). A cornerstone of servant leadership
is that the “Servant-Leader is servant first” (Greenleaf, 1970, p. 7), which aligns with the
author’s Buddhist beliefs about resisting egocentrism, and practicing ‘right resolve, right action,
and right livelihood’. Furthermore, Greenleaf (1970) proposes that such leadership should serve
the least privileged, here proposed to be the peoples and spirit, rather than market, involved in
internationalization, so “those served grow as persons” (p. 7). Van Dierendonck (2011) has more
recently extended servant leadership into organizational realms, specifically noting the difference
between serving followers rather than the organization; however, it is the position of the author
that these need not be in contrast, and that a strong organization can also serve the people within.
Reinke (2004) offers a useful bridge between these perspectives by including the commitment to
growth of individual employees, the survival of the organization, and a responsibility to the
community. To do so, the author is leveraging the systems of a large organization in order to
promote comprehensive, socially just internationalization supports at UX.
Leadership Problem of Practice
UX has a five-year Internationalization Strategy [Strategy] which centers on two
quantitative international student targets, and four broader strategic goals, intended to “achieve a
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distinctive vision for internationalization” (UX, p. 6). To do so, UX is exploring myriad
internationalization initiatives, with at least three key institutional structures and two professional
designations tasked with enacting the Strategy. Internationalization of higher education requires
balancing a number of values, such as "strategic and symbolic value, knowledge creation value,
cultural integrational value and global market value" (Maringe, Foskett, & Woodfield, 2013, p.
16), while also incorporating the disparate needs and perspectives of all students, not just
international. However, inconsistent approaches, values, visions and achievement are evident in
UX internationalization structures’ implementation of the Strategy, reflecting global tensions
between neoliberal and socially just policy and goalsetting. Fragmented and competing
internationalization structures on campus have led to a critical problem of practice wherein
international students are not receiving cohesive and robust support, and are therefore not driving
UX to meet its mission of enriching the quality and breadth of learning, and fully integrating the
university within the diverse communities it serves (Province, 2010).
The effects are evidenced quantitatively from the broader UX Internationalization
Strategy targets and goals remaining incomplete through the Strategy’s second iteration, to the
plummeting enrollment in IFP. Moreover, IFP has unmet program outcomes and student
advising needs, despite other offices offering remedial or overlapping services. Specifically, this
Organizational Improvement Plan will outline a change path for IFP, aligning neoliberal and
socially just approaches to internationalization present on campus, and modelling a more
efficient and comprehensive support office conceptualization. Overall, the goal is to create
constructive alignment and synergy between competing values and structures at UX in order to
bring international, and other, student diversity to campus.
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To inform this change path, three guiding questions will be explored:
1. What is the core value proposition in internationalization at UX;
2. What strengths do current UX internationalization structures bring; and
3. How can competing values and goals of internationalization offices at UX be best
aligned?
Framing the Problem of Practice
In order to frame the problem of practice, IFP is here situated at the intersection of
fragmented, even competing, internationalization philosophies and policy at local and global
levels. Understanding the POP existing between UX structures and policy is here related to a
symbolic understanding of the values implicit within, and is intended to uncover the histories
creating the current state and present alternative understandings that will be used to move UX
internationalization forward. At UX, consistent policy implementation becomes complex as not
only is leadership a blend of distributed and hierarchical (see Appendix A1; A2), but leadership
among the various internationalization structures in UX at large is independent (Figure 1),
unfortunately without effective systems to check and balance the agency and philosophies of
each. Although the intention of the UX Internationalization Strategy is to guide the actions of
these structures, fundamental challenges to the philosophical underpinnings of the document
itself, much less the application thereof, leave a power vacuum which allows unintended,
outmoded, or biased, interpretations of internationalization to entrench within the institutional
culture. Thus, grounding within a theoretical framework is important in creating a cohesive
vision for both policy and structures. As this paper will align two very disparate views to do so,
this framework is both complex and broad.
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Historical overview. Social imaginaries tend to operate on the macro-scale (Brydon &
Dvorak, 2012), and the current neoliberal global imaginary has been seen as originating in the
colonialism and trans-Atlantic slave trade of 15th century Europe (Stein, Andreotti, Bruce &
Susa, 2016). Such an imaginary promises meritocracy and cooperation, but is “only made
possible through the reproduction of harmful social relations and processes for the West’s Others
- such as insecurity, exploitation, expropriation, material poverty, and onto-epistemological
dominance” (p. 3). Stein et al. (2016) continue this position in stating that, although the content
of this imagery has shifted over time by adding veneers of anti-colonialism, racial equality, and
benevolence, the general frame has continued in “narrow visions of viable economic, political,
and social organization” (p. 3) that are seen as “largely inevitable” forces of globalization
(Altbach, 2004, p. 5). Therefore, the marketization of higher education has been seen as neutral
and inevitable (Rizvi & Lingard, 2010), a necessary counterpart to capitalism (Biccum, 2010), or
simply reactive (Cantwell & Maldonado-Maldonado, 2009). Stein et al. (2016) add that “the
desire to gain the knowledge and skills to become marketable employees and engaged citizens
tends to be rooted in philosophical and political economic traditions that presume the universal
value of Western knowledge and values, re-centre the individual, and place both the capitalist
market and nation-state above critique” (p. 4). Given the elevated reputational quality of
Western, and UX, higher education, the draw for those less advantaged to seek value here is
clear.
Given the power imbalances above, the position of this paper is that modern forms of
internationalization in higher education could be seen as practices of colonialism, wherein the
commodity is international students, and the marketing of reputation is the colonizing force
(Forstorp, 2008). Shultz asserts (2015), “The violence of colonialism, along with its companions,
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patriarchy and imperialism’s global capitalism, become embedded into our organizations” (para.
11). Rizvi, Lingard, & Lavia (2006) further some important conceptual premises which give
nuance to this position. Central to their argument is the tension between viewpoints that see postcolonialism as either resisting neoliberalism, versus actually supporting it by extending UX’s
market reach as an identified ‘other’, and perhaps more desirable, culture. The latter position,
although an unusual extension of post-colonial theory, is in fact supported by Fanon (1968), who
warned that the aspiration of freedom for the colonized is often replaced with rule of a colonized
bourgeoisie, in the present case, those who can afford overseas or Western education. This is
exemplified in Said’s (1978) seminal work on Orientalism, criticized as creating distinction
between ‘the Orient’ and ‘the Occident’, but which mirrors the westward movement of
international students’ goalsetting. Although postcolonial theory largely focuses on colonized
nations, the current internationalization climate has moved beyond those borders, and now
invokes “hybrid identities, flexible hierarchies, and plural exchanges through modulating
networks of command” (Hardt & Negri, 2001, p. xiii). Thus, international students may be seen
as bringing not diversity, nor even internationalization, but economic homogeneity and
reinforcement of Western education’s power.
Gramsci’s (1971) notion of the dialectic tension between historical and emerging usage
of words becomes important in not only unpacking the origins of the ‘internationalization’
conceptualizations above, but also in understanding how the usage of the term “is being taken up
in new, potentially surprising and problematic ways as it moves from equity-oriented offices and
texts into internationalization offices and texts” (Jubas & White, 2017). Specifically, this points
to how the language of internationalization is now used for neoliberal, as opposed to socialjustice goals. The marketization of higher education has seen decades of increase in the literature
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and on the ground, as overall, “higher education has been subject to a gradual process of
marketization since the early 1980s” (Brown, 2015, p. 5). Thus, the assumptions of neoliberal
perspectives are clearly interwoven into higher education through historical precedent and
continued bias.
Foundational literature. Social justice research in critical internationalization offers a
useful framework to understand how biased, or even oppressive, interpretations of
internationalization have become ingrained in higher education. The call for social justice in this
OIP is based on the premise that international students are a marginalized and vulnerable
population (Deng & Ritchie, 2016; Gallant, Binkin, & Donohue, 2015; Forbes-Mewett &
McCulloch, 2015; Sherry, Thomas & Chui, 2010; Wilkinson, McKenzie, Ali, Rudland, Carter, &
Bell, 2016). Similar to the focus on UX offices in this OIP, Helmer (2013) attributes the
marginalization of international students as relating to a need for restructuring the institutional
hierarchy and investing in strategic partnerships to facilitate cohesion and communication.
Simply put, critical internationalization offers the framework to approach the systems, structures,
and stakeholders involved in the internationalization of UX, and growth of IFP. Overall, such an
alignment would position IFP as a leader, on campus and beyond, by creating novel
conceptualizations of international education.
Judson & Taylor (2014) critique the assumption of marketization into higher education
overall, as it avoids the role of fostering human capabilities such as cognitive ability, psychosocial state, attitudes, and moral development, instead simply training workers or appeasing
consumers. The perception of students as consumers is not lost on the students themselves,
although their understanding of the larger capitalization of education may belie deeper divisions
between the goalsetting of institutions and students (Tomlinson, 2017). International students in
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particular face high costs, especially when including ancillary industries such as recruiting,
testing, travel, homestay, and English language instruction in a competitive market wherein “the
overarching reality worldwide is that demand exceeds supply”, and “the dominant flow is from
South to North” (Altbach, 2015a). Universities are not passive in this marketization, and market
to consumers based increasingly on rankings, as opposed to other metrics of education quality, of
which there are well-established many (e.g., Alves & Raposo, 2009; Gruber, Fuß, Voss, &
Glasser-Zikuda, 2010; Kohlberg & Mayer, 1972; Welsh & Dey, 2002). The dangers of focus on
rank include lack of subject diversity, unprincipled self-regulation, and general lowering of
effectiveness (Li, Shankar & Tang, 2011). Perhaps most salient, rank focus reduces the efficacy
of internationalization policy in ensuring international student experiences effect tangible
benefits (Guo & Guo, 2017) and focuses on the economic and political implications of
internationalizing higher education, rather than on the education itself (Clifford & Montgomery,
2014). Lawson, Sanders, and Smith (2015) extend this bias as in fact limiting knowledge overall.
In short, internationalization policy becomes clouded, narrow, or redirected by an implicit bias
toward neoliberal goalsetting.
Alongside the detriments to higher education itself have come social challenges. Clegg
(2019) has compiled a two-volume collection of papers depicting the myriad voices impacted
negatively by postsecondary neoliberalization. Harvey (2007) broadens these perspectives in
stating that neoliberal approaches in fact work to maintain the power of economic elites through
capital accumulation by dispossession, similar to colonial gains in the past, and Campbell (2005)
decries this ubiquitous movement toward neoliberal practices as negating the gains of social
movements in allocating public resources, such as education, more equitably. Overall, market
and currency differentials effectively prevent many students from developing economies from
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participating in, much less benefitting from, the global perspectives learned through international
education in Canada. International students without internationally viable financial resources are
often limited to development initiatives, which carry with them stigmatization, unstable funding,
and often off-hand quality. In world markets, neoliberal approaches have clearly delineated those
who have and those who have not, wherein higher education, when not seen as a right, is a
valuable commodity with strong returns for those who control its narrative.
Locally, public international education initiatives are also subject to fickle governance
and inconsistent resources due to budgetary, as well as election (Blais & Nadeau, 1992),
concerns, a problem exacerbated by the lack of centralized, national education policy (Slaughter
& Leslie, 1997). For example, although the PIS encourages internationalization to offset losses in
the main local economic engine (PIS, 2013), lagging revenue in this sector has been used to
justify a lack of funding for internationalization, or worse, a lack of available ‘education
product’, or classroom seats, to be available to the international market. Moreover, current
economic challenges in UX’s province are reflected in Alexander’s (2000) indication that
“universities must become more responsive to … economic needs and new governmental
demands for increased performance” (p. 411). In short, a weak provincial economy seems
compelled to accept the national strategy of marketizing education. In this way, tensions between
local and national economics may be seen as reflecting the same disparities as those between
struggling and affluent nations.
In the classroom, such focus on neoliberal goalsetting is having real effects on the
students themselves. From the hyper-marketization of international student prospectus content
(Askehave, 2007), to the reduced academic performance of consumer-oriented students (Bunce,
Baird, & Jones, 2017), to reduced educational quality itself (Hursh, 2005), it seems that
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curriculum and learning are affected negatively by marketization (Clegg, 2019), adding an extra
hurdle for already-vulnerable populations such as international students (Deng & Ritchie, 2016;
Gallant, Binkin, & Donohue, 2015; Forbes-Mewett & McCulloch, 2015; Sherry, Thomas &
Chui, 2010; Wilkinson, McKenzie, Ali, Rudland, Carter, & Bell, 2016). International students
wishing to recoup their educational investment often choose more marketable majors rather than
their passions (Dao & Thorpe, 2015; Davies, Tikoo, Ding, & Salama, 2016), thus not only
limiting diversity and quality of studies (Connell, 2013), but ironically creating stiffer
competition within these fields for both further studies and employment. English language
studies too are overvalued, and are often seen as necessary for competitiveness (Le Ha &
Barnawi, 2015; Piller & Cho, 2013). While education suffers, the extracurricular supports these
students find are often superficial or not culturally appropriate (Guo & Guo, 2017; Chen, Liu,
Zhao & Yeung, 2015). Perhaps most relevant to the OIP at hand, international students are also
increasingly finding that the services and supports marketed alongside their academic experience
are inadequate, misrepresented, or marginalizing (Calder, Richter, Mao, Kovacs Burns, Mogale
& Danko, 2016; Guo & Guo, 2017; Larsen, 2015; Liu, 2017; Scott, Safdar, Desai Trilokekar, &
Masri, 2015; Stein, 2018). Overall, and at UX, neoliberal approaches to internationalizing higher
education appear to be showing ‘cracks’ (Clegg, 2019) in delivering the quality experiences
being marketed to students.
Neoliberal frame. Although commodification of international students’ migration
toward Western education has clear drawbacks with regards to social and economic equity, it is
important to understand both competing ideologies in order to ascertain their benefits, which
may be crucial to the overall support of internationalization. Therefore, a broader understanding
of internationalization must also accept its current adaptation to the neoliberal zeitgeist, and the
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benefits therein. Higher education internationalization itself may be at a turning point in terms of
its goalsetting and accountabilities, which has caused defining researchers in the field to lament
the ‘End of Internationalization’ is nigh (Brandenburg & De Wit, 2015). However, it may be that
it is only changing vision, not ending. That this vision has become more market-focused
concerns many, but it could equally be argued that at least the action of internationalization is
thusly preserved, and begs the question of whether it is better to have neoliberal
internationalization, or no internationalization at all.
Higher education marketization has been seen as critical to a ‘global knowledge
economy’ as a “significant instrument of economic and social change” (Ozga & Jones, 2006, p.
2), and as vital to national economic growth and global competition (Altbach, 2004; Dodds,
2008). The individual student can also be seen as an active, informed participant, who is
investing in international learning opportunities in order to better compete in the global labour
market (Adamson, 2009). Moreover, the differing ‘knowledge capital’ involved in most
international education experiences is critical to the dynamism at the heart of the market
economy (Zhang & Grenier, 2013), and fosters the development of student entrepreneurs (Ozga
& Jones, 2006). Thus, within the neoliberal zeitgeist, a strong case for the continuance and
trajectory of current internationalization models can be made: students participating in such
education may be seen as ‘educated’ and prepared for the global economy (Caruana, 2014;
Gacel-Avila, 2005; Goren & Yemini, 2017; Torres, 2015), faculty gain the literal means to fund
and connect research, and the institution has welcomed a market hungry for a product seen by
many as a flagship of quality education.
External analysis. The UNESCO Final Report of the World Conference on Higher
Education in 2009 (UNESCO “Final Report”, 2009) acknowledged that as the world moves from
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information to a knowledge society, “We are increasingly dependent upon knowledge production
and dissemination to drive economic growth and prosperity” (p. 15). Market forces may support
product differentiation and partnerships, both encouraged in this report, but also reduce
migration diversity. For example, the United States of America and the United Kingdom hosted
40% of all internationally mobile students in 2018 (Institute of International Education, 2019). A
final challenge presented in the report is the increasing number of public-private partnerships
[PPPs] globally. Although they can address some of the budget pressures facing higher
education, such as those caused by addressing the needs of increasingly diverse students
(Altbach et al., 2009), there may be conditions, parameters, concessions, or even accusations
associated with these agreements. The current president and vice-chancellor of UX is herself a
professional with close ties to the chief local industry, a relationship which has been called into
question, resulting in a contentious internal enquiry which did find it proper (Bakx, 2015).
Although this example resulted in a clear standing for the PPP, the UX’s overseas relationships
may be more difficult to defend, have less transparency, or at worst, may not require such clear
delineation of public and private interests.
Canada’s education strategy for higher education has ambitious goals to “Harness our
knowledge advantage to drive innovation and prosperity” (Government of Canada, 2014), and is
well on its way to achieving them (CBIE, 2016). One of the challenges facing the
internationalization of Canadian higher education in particular, however, is the lack of a national
governing body on education. Indeed, this is evidenced in the fact that the document was created
by the federal Foreign Affairs, Trade, and Development office. Although the federal government
“plays a significant part in education in Canada” (Peters & Leslie, 2018, para. 15), legislation
and policy are overseen by provincial ministries. Canada is unique among developed nations in
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this regard, and while it affords more autonomy to local education systems, it challenges the
marketing and delivery of a cohesive, distinctively Canadian ‘brand’ of education. Though UX is
governed locally by its provincial Ministry of Education, similar predisposition toward
marketization can be seen, as the provincial International Strategy (PIS, 2013) aligns the
lessening role of the provinces’ primary industry with an increased role for education “to
promote investment” (p. 18). Thus, from national to provincial, higher education has shown clear
favour toward marketization, reflecting strong concerns in the literature.
Internal analysis. At UX, competing visions can be witnessed between the university
mandate and International Strategy, Faculty of Education International Strategy, and
internationally focused departmental initiatives. UX’s mandate, overseen by the UX Board of
Governors corporation, includes “the development and critique … of societal goals attained
through … partnerships” (UX, 2010, p. 1) in international communities, and yet proposes that
students “transfer knowledge … internationally” (emphasis added) as the “university supports
the commercialization of research … for the prosperity of the province, the nation, and the
world” (emphasis added) (UX, 2010, p. 1), reflecting the power imbalances discussed above.
Moreover, UX’s Vision Statement (UX, 2012) makes no mention of such international
interactions, and focuses instead on becoming one of Canada’s top five research universities,
“fully integrated with the community of [UX city]” (UX, 2010, para.2). Although this research
goal is admirable, the notable exclusion of international stakeholders may speak to a market and
brand goalsetting for UX’s educational product, rather than a collaborative identity within the
global sphere. Thus, the inconsistencies and bias of internationalization policy at UX may be
seen as stemming from the highest levels of its governance, and reflecting the larger neoliberal
preconceptions discussed above.
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UX’s Internationalization Strategy in particular may also reveal “deep-seated cultural
values” (Maringe, Foskett & Woodfield, 2013, p. 16) biased toward neoliberal, rather than
socially just, goalsetting. Forefront in the Strategy are the quantitative targets for both inbound
and outbound international student experiences, and the university’s Annual Report for the year
ended March 31, 2017 (UX, 2017) reiterates the focus on “the recruitment of international
students … as an important element in a broader strategy” (p. 30). The International Strategy’s
targets for inbound international student numbers, at 10% of undergraduate and 25% of graduate
student body, are usually seen as aspirational, and though undergraduate numbers have yet to
meet this level (at 8.1%), graduate student numbers have exceeded it, at 26.3% (UXI
Presentation, December 18, 2017). Exceeding the latter target might seem as a welcome
overperformance and infusion of diversity, yet it also shows bias toward research capitalization
from graduate students, rather than welcoming international students into the larger,
undergraduate student body. Moreover, given restrictions on available seats, recently raised
English language requirements, intercultural challenges, and inaccessible (Stevens, Liu, & Chen,
2018), fragmented on-campus support, these targets may be seen as ‘caps’, in effect limiting or
restricting access to the high-quality education marketed to international students. Implicit
perspectives are also reflected in the success of the Strategy’s four goals. The Annual Report also
offers an evaluation of the progress toward these goals, wherein all strategic initiatives are listed
as ‘complete’, save two within the ‘Diversity’ goal, and one within ‘Cross-cultural
Competencies’. The former points to the lack of diversity in international student populations,
both in country of origin and graduate/undergraduate status. The latter, at less than 50%
complete (p. 30), indicates that cross-cultural competencies are not being supported or uptaken
by the campus at large, thus reflecting the problem of practice in this OIP.
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UX’s International Strategy focuses on specific ‘countries/regions of emphasis/interest’,
which are areas where the university has and hopes to build research and other partnerships. As
identified economic engines, BRIC countries’ and other growing economies are well-represented
in both these partnerships and the marketing strategies of the university, while partnerships with
lower performing countries are more limited to outbound experiences, and not recruitment (UX,
2018). In short, it is clear that some areas are seen as markets, and others as partners. Few have
bridged the two, most notably China. China’s economic and educational development has led to
both a strong push for research partnerships and a student body hungry for international
education, resulting in 88% of Canadian universities prioritizing China in internationalization
(AUCC, 2014). Unfortunately, on Canadian shores, the differing valuation of inbound Chinese
students and outbound Chinese experiences is clear: inbound students find limited
internationalization of curriculum, social integration, and alignment of policy and experience
(Guo & Guo, 2017). Outbound Canadian students reinforce this imbalanced valuation, as only
3.4% of Canadian students went to China in 2015, despite China having been the leading source
of international students in Canada since 2001 (CBIE, 2016). Again, it appears that relationships
largely benefitting UX, especially financially, are fostered in the current UX visioning and
culture, while other overseas partners and relationships are not.
The Faculty of Education Internationalization Strategy 2013-2016 [FEStrategy] (Faculty
of Education, 2013) outlines the vision to prepare students through “citizenship all in the service
of the local and global public good” (FES, 2013). That statement is accompanied by the mission
to engage “with local and global communities in relevant, responsible, and reciprocal
relationships” (FES, 2013), and a series of values accompany this vision and mission. Among
them is “Advocating for social justice and peace is informed by ethical, equitable, and inclusive
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praxis with respect to culture, race, ethnicity, religious belief, gender, age, sexual orientation,
socio-economic status, roles, and physical and mental abilities” (Faculty of Education, 2013).
Clearly, these are a departure from the Targets set in UX’s Internationalization Strategy, and may
represent a disconnect between institutional and departmental values. By elevating these values
relative to neoliberal UX Targets, there exists the powerful opportunity to retain authenticity in
delivering the socially just education characterizing the Faculty of Education and IFP.
As an example of the fragmentation of internationalization offices, the Annual Report
(UX, 2017) lists offshore international educational activities for only the faculties of Nursing,
Law, and Business Administration, and does not note any initiatives within the Faculty of
Education or IFP within. The UX Faculty of Education has in fact undertaken several
international initiatives. The FEStrategy shows a snapshot of teacher development projects in
five different countries, including preservice teachers volunteering overseas, and several
initiatives bringing international scholars to the UX campus. Perhaps tellingly, IFP is not
mentioned in the document. Moreover, the FEStrategy overall stands upon Greenlaw’s (2012)
principles, including that international students should receive “support with language learning
and with adjusting to life in a foreign land through English for Academic Purposes programs and
through access to mentors, counsellors, and social networks” (p. 15). IFP is an example of such
an English program, and yet it is not only omitted from the goalsetting in the FES (“The [Faculty
of Education] has two distinctive programs” (emphasis added) (Faculty of Education, 2013, p.
26)), the Faculty Academic Plan in which IFP resides notes the “role of the English language,
and other forces beyond the control of academic institutions” (emphasis added) (p. 26). Thus, it
appears that the Faculty of Education’s lack of representation in UX policy metrics is mirrored in
IFP’s lack of representation in its own faculty. It is the position of this paper that this fledgling
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effort at internationalization presents an opportune time to not only develop deeper and more
balanced approaches to internationalization in IFP, but to model and communicate these to the
campus at large.
Vision for Change
UX, and IFP in particular, are at critical points in their internationalization strategies. UX
overall has had inconsistent success in meeting its targets and goals, as outlined above, and IFP
is under pressure to meet budgetary needs for its survival. Though the current state may be
struggling toward a cohesive vision, it is proposed that the future state not simply work harder
toward that vision, but reinvent this vision to present, and achieve, a transformative vision of the
field.
The envisioned future state, as a “global intellectual hub” (UX, 2017) relies upon
leadership at all levels, but the enactment of the Internationalization policy rests chiefly upon
three structures: UXInternational [UXI], International Student Services [ISS], and an
International Foundations Program [IFP]. The complexity of weaving a consistent application of
internationalization policy through these three units is further complicated by the competing
neoliberal and social-justice perspectives visions implicit within internationalization policy at
various levels. These competing visions are evidenced by the differing goalsetting and
approaches of UXI, ISS, and IFP, as well as the Internationalization Strategy’s imbalanced focus.
To move ahead, this OIP proposes research-informed, critical perspectives on the
internationalization of higher education within the above internationalization offices, with the
goal of modeling a more aligned, sustainable, and even growth-oriented approach. Specifically,
IFP provides the most feasible ‘sandbox’ for effecting change, as it is currently experiencing a
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period of transition, and is the author’s work context, providing both agency and organizational
and contextual knowledge.
IFP is the only recognized program of study certifying English language proficiency for
UX entry; any international student not meeting English proficiency requirements must pass
through either IFP or an internationally accredited language exam, such as IELTS or TOEFL.
With decreasing demand for English language support, IFP faces the choice of either redoubling
efforts for its current customer base, or finding a different or wider audience. The first option
presents a well-prescribed course of action based on current marketization, but this course of
action may be challenged by increasing education costs, increasing levels of English worldwide,
online language teaching and learning, and global political volatility, beyond the students’
concerns about misrepresented education quality and support discussed earlier. The second
option not only incorporates social-justice perspectives, but also reflects current research on the
specific needs of inbound international students, highlighting wellness, community inclusion,
and financial and academic supports, and lessening the focus on English. Overall, UX has seen a
slow rise in international student participation (UX, 2017), however, fewer of these students are
coming through IFP, thus begging the question of whether IFP’s outcomes truly match the needs
of the students, UX at large, or postsecondary academic study itself. In short, the gap to be
addressed is between IFP’s product and the needs and goals of both UX and international
students themselves.
Change drivers. To encapsulate the change drivers impelling this OIP, Bolman & Deal’s
(1984) reframing theory suggests four frames: Structural, Human Resources, Political, and
Symbolic. The Structural frame is central to this proposal, and points to the
compartmentalization, if not fragmentation, of internationalization structures at UX. This
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disconnect exemplifies competing understandings and implementation of the UX
Internationalization Strategy. Specifically, a comparison of structures such as UXI and ISS
presents a range of approaches that can either compete with, or be employed by IFP. For
example, the neoliberal successes achieved by UXI may form a piece of intentional reinvigoration of internationalization outcomes. Moreover, the need for a large and diverse student
body on campus is paramount to internationalization, not only because it is the market itself, but
also because these students visibly market both the university and the ideals of
internationalization to the larger student body. In addition, ISS, as a service department within
UX, provides a structural model that contrasts with and may complement IFP, an academic
structure, thus invoking a different mandate, reporting structure, union, and importantly, a more
stable funding model. In sum, this OIP largely focuses on the fragmented structures of UX
internationalization, which have manifested in accolades for the neoliberal successes of UXI,
stability, yet marginalization of ISS, and misrepresentation and impending closure of IFP.
The Human Resources frame focuses more deeply on the personnel roles within each
structure, here within one of an academic (IFP), marketing (UXI), or service (ISS) designation to
internationalizing UX. As mentioned above, staff in the three structures are under different
unions and agreements. Simply put, as an academic unit, instructors within IFP are primarily
accountable for instruction, with little focus on service (20%), with promotions increasing
research, but not service requirements (UX, 2009). To increase services and support for
international experiences, service staff designations may avoid the limitations to ‘class-time
only’ approaches used in IFP. The marketing staff within UXI present a key infusion of
partnerships and marketing expertise, which is lacking in both IFP and ISS. The third, Political
frame, focuses on power and agency on both micro- and macro-scales. UX finds itself
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reconciling the external interests of a very strong, narrow local economy tied to a single faculty,
while also undergoing a sea change of leadership from the president to Associate Dean of IFP.
Within such a vacuum of power, the interests and goals of a variety of stakeholders must be both
critically considered and balanced; at the same time, the opportunity to show leadership is also at
hand. On a broader scale, the global rise of xenophobia and neoliberalism may also inform
relationality between overseas stakeholders and UX, and continues to affect the political and
economic climate of the university.
Last, and perhaps most important, Bolman & Deal’s (2013) Symbolic realm addresses the
meaning within internationalization policy and structures at UX. It invokes the understandings of
international students themselves in creating internationalization, and questions the implicit
assumptions of current international initiatives. Much as UX’s Indigenous Strategy seeks to open
the university to new worldviews and epistemologies, recasting language and other symbols,
particularly within policy, with an international perspective is a critical foundation for aligning
structures supporting UX’s International Strategy. The Symbolic frame is crucial in creating
meaning in the work done at any institution; the culture and goalsetting of policy rest upon
agreed visions of success, and thus the important work of recasting, or simply creating common
understanding, of what internationalization means is critical to success.
Structural
•Competition, overlap,
and cracks between
IFP, ISS, UXI

Human Resources
•Academic
•Service and Support
•Marketing

Political
•Neoliberal/SocialJustice Goalsetting
•Leadership instability
at UX and globally

Symbolic
•Institutional Success
Metrics
•'Internationalization'
meanings

Figure 2. Four change driver realms at UX (Bolman & Deal, 2013).
This will be particularly challenging in the local context of UX, which may be seen as a
stronghold of neoliberalism; therefore, the importance of communicating a unified, inclusive
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vision becomes critical. Fullan (2011) points to the need for a shared and research-informed
symbolic understanding to avoid ‘wrong drivers’, but also allows that such understandings may
be iterative. Thus, this OIP seeks to clarify the direction of UX’s internationalization offices in
the current strategic cycle, with the goal of creating a new Strategy in the next.
Change readiness. Cawsey, Deszca, & Ingols (2016) note the “concept of unfreezing as
a precondition to change” (p. 94). To begin assessment of UX’s readiness for future change, it is
important to scan the existing climate of change within the organization. The introduction of
Internationalization at UX over the past 30 years, was perhaps not driven by a shared vision for
development in this arena (Brinkerhoff & Miller, 2001), leading to piecemeal, disparate, and
conflicting assessments (Lanes & Logan, 2004), and yet, current internationalization structures
persist despite the absence of conscious design: “Nobody would have designed it this way, but
here we are” (IFP Associate Dean, personal communication, March 31, 2017). IFP in particular
may be “lulled into relying on past successes and strategies rather than investing and
questioning” (Cawsey, et al, 2016, p. 100), as it continues to rely on established overseas
partnerships, such as national Culture Bureaus, and even specific schools and universities.
Moreover, such marketing often focuses on IFP’s position as simply “a route to UX admissions”
(IFP Website, 2018), thus reinforcing such narrow visioning.
Cultural artifacts (Cawsey et al, 2016) regarding IFP remain ubiquitous, particularly in
the impression that IFP is simply a gatekeeper to the university through which international
students pass, using English as the only criterion. This is a sentiment carried even in the faculty
in which it is housed, and is reinforced by some of the challenges outlined by Verdu & GomezGraz (2009), who caution against inflexible perceptions and management. For example, the
organizational structure of the Faculty of Education contains three departments, graduate and
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undergraduate education, and IFP, with current directioning resisting their being in ‘silos’.
However, though skillsets and teachable content arguably overlap greatly in the first two
departments, instruction within IFP also requires a very specific skillset, including pedagogy,
lexis, grammar, study skills, and intercultural communication, all using the four strands of
communication (listening, speaking, reading, writing). Although official policy lists all Faculty
of Education staff as pan-faculty appointments, they are not interchangeable in practice, due to
the specific needs of IFP students. Thus, IFP itself may be seen as hemmed in, as relationships
are effectively limited by the skillset required, and perception of being limited to English
language instruction and assessment. Overall, this lack of transferability both restricts the free
flow of faculty staffing, and also limits IFP’s vision to that of the faculty, despite potential
differentiation in practices and goals.
Perhaps most dangerous is the perception of IFP’s gatekeeping role as being founded
solely on English language proficiency. Again, this is reinforced in both policy and practice. The
UX calendar lists only one program of study accredited to meet the universities’ language
requirements: IFP, although eight external large-scale assessments are also accepted (UX
Calendar, 2018). This effectively positions IFP as simply a test of English, by proximity, and
belies the current program outcomes, which now include academic study skills and acculturation,
alongside English. Again, this perception limits the free flow of staffing and ideas from the
faculty at large, some of whom are actually well-versed in intercultural communication and study
skills pedagogy. Given that IFP’s current program outcomes of academic skills and acculturation
are new, with their genesis in the leadership change discussed above, it is understandable that
such a limited view persists, but a new communication strategy is needed. Moreover, the
academic acculturation piece in particular has little grounding in observable outcomes, and does
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not align with the neoliberal and quantitative measures of internationalization in UX Strategy. In
short, IFP appears frozen due to stagnant instructional transferability and marketing, perceptions
of a singular outcome or focus, and misalignment of internationalization policy between the
campus, faculty, and programs.
Nonetheless, there has been movement on several fronts, though perhaps evidencing
‘active inertia’ (Godkin, 2010; Sull, 1999), wherein apparent or superficial motion does not
effect deep change. With changes of UX’s Presidency and Dean of the Faculty of Education
slated for the 2019 academic year, larger movement may be expected. However, the change in
IFP leadership, an Associate Dean of the Faculty of Education, illustrates the dangers in topdown force by transformational leaders discussed by Cawsey et al. as creating “elevated levels of
mistrust, reduced commitment, and poor performance” (2016, p. 112). The change in leadership
was effected abruptly in January, 2017, when the existing Associate Dean was immediately and
retroactively (backdated by four days) removed from office; the replacement was a newer
instructor, with less than one year in the organization. While there was a ‘meet-and-greet’ with
the new Associate Dean of IFP, with the Faculty of Education Dean present, the issues of why
the previous Associate Dean had been ousted, and what new vision was intended, were not
discussed. The direction of IFP remains unclear, though the new Associate Dean did make some
procedural changes. For example, although program outcomes have been developed, the new
outcome of academic acculturation has not been mapped to any course outcome or assessment
within the program. Thus, it is, in effect, neutered in terms of accountability. Though this may be
seen as a work-in-progress, it may be that neoliberal agendas have again trumped this socialjustice initiative. Furthering this claim, a dedicated marketing and recruitment agent, as well as
new promotional materials have been proposed and actioned since the inception of the updated
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program outcomes. While it is the position of this paper that both have value, it seems clear that
the current directioning of IFP aligns with neoliberal student target numbers rather than deep
internationalization of curriculum and experience.
This directioning may be a reasonable response, considering the current geopolitical and
economic climate, with rising xenophobia and market competition for students, lowered funding
and fewer continuous contracts for staff. Within three months, the new Associate Dean sent an
email with the term ‘salvage’ used three times regarding the program, indicating an urgency to
showing relevancy and research output, but mostly with a focus on “getting students in our
programs” (IFP Associate Dean, personal communication, March 31, 2017). Unfortunately, this
use of crisis terminology, with imbedded neoliberal solutions, may have been used ineffectively
as a motivational tool. IFP instructors have instead sought to diversify their teaching portfolios
outside the program, and several have applied to reclassify their appointment to salvage their
positions, rather than the program. Soft data, proposed by Cawsey at al. (2016) as indicating
“widespread pride and feelings of ownership in an organization” (p. 103), also shows
instructional staff resisting the leadership. Shared lunchrooms have seen escalating tension over
usage; a group of instructors have created a research project logging their hours as not reflecting
their supposed privileged role in society or the campus wellness strategy; instructional staff have
been moved to a separate floor from IFP administration; graffiti in the elevator has warned a
prospective decanal candidate to stay away; and IFP instructors have been chastised for being too
accommodating of new students’ intercultural mistakes. Overall, within IFP there appears to be a
clash of culture and vision that may reflect the similar polarization of international policy
discussed above. While top-down directives point to increased marketization and capital input as
a path forward, instructional staff within IFP and the Faculty of Education International Strategy
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(FEStrategy) appear to be looking toward improved curriculum and cultural accommodation as
the solution.
Yet both perspectives seek the growth of internationalization at UX, and crisis and
opportunity are often linked. Before discussing solutions in Chapter 2, it should first be decided
whether UX, and IFP in particular, are ready for such change. Judge & Douglas (2009) provide
several dimensions of organizational readiness for change, which here describe IFP as lacking
certain key elements. For example, trustworthy leadership has not been established. The quick,
unexplained insertion of new leadership, and subsequent focus on capital rather than students and
curriculum, has created a climate of cynicism and self-preservation. Followers of this leadership
have been discouraged from dissent or alternate visioning: “I’m going to need to ask all of you to
willingly pitch-in on projects over the next year to make our program a success – we have lots of
work to do, but we can do it and we will do it” (Associate Dean, personal communication, March
31, 2017). Such communication was not only crisis-focused, but has also subsequently
diminished into little or no information or inspiration being communicated. Moreover, the
requirement of ‘systems thinking’ (Judge & Douglas, 2009) is at the forefront of the current
change plan; yet a recognition of the interdependence of internationalization structures is
lacking. Currently, IFP has no formal communication line with ISS and UXI, and also has yet to
utilize its own faculty Internationalization Office in any initiative.
There are positive internal indicators of change readiness, however. A few current IFP
staff members are pursuing higher education in areas such as cross-cultural communication and
leadership, which may bring new ideas and ‘expert power’ (French & Raven, 1959; Raven 2017)
to IFP. Moreover, IFP is also developing partnerships with other faculties, not to be confused
with internationalization offices, to provide adjunct language support. These partnerships have
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caused the hire of ‘capable champions’ (Judge & Douglas, 2009), able to extend awareness of
the role of IFP pan-campus. Lastly, an innovative and accountable culture does exist at UX. The
Strategy must be reviewed every five years, and that IFP itself must justify its curriculum to the
Faculty of Education at large, ensures that there is some encouragement and audit of what
happens within its doors. Though the focus on creating research and partnerships may be seen as
simply financial or preservation, it could also be seen as a culture of innovation and inclusion.
External forces also point to an opportune time for IFP to grow its vision. Canada’s
steadfast adherence to its multicultural constitution, particularly in the face of US visa
restrictions, has helped it achieve both increasing student numbers and a reputation as being a
“safe, tolerant, and non-discriminatory” society (CBIE, 2016). In an already multicultural
country, international students are also well-represented, and make up 11% of the postsecondary
population (Statistics Canada, 2015-2016). Moreover, with LGBTQ, Indigenous, and other
populations’ rights enshrined in policy, the fostering of diverse worldviews is well-established
(See Appendix B). Canada is also well positioned to grow its presence in the international
education global market. The perceived quality of education is high internationally, (CBIE 2016)
and yet half of all international students are enrolled in the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia, France, Germany and Russia (UNESCO, 2016). The Canadian dollar is also weaker,
and cost of living lower, compared with several of these destinations. Therefore, the quality to
cost ratio shows the Canadian education product as being good value.
Lastly, the present time can be seen as a pivotal point in the author’s relationship to UX.
With his current contract ending in 2020, the opportunity to effect change at UX, or elsewhere,
may be limited. Rather than this being seen as terminal, the author chooses to see this as a
positive transition-point, creating urgency and relevancy for change actioning. With the current
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iteration of UX Strategy documents being in mid-cycle, there will be time to prepare and
commence the change plan before the next is formalized in 2022. Discussed in Chapter 3, the
approval process for curricular, marketing, funding, and structural renewal will take at least one
year, so 2019, at the completion of this paper, will afford a comfortable window. On the other
hand, if the author’s perspectives cannot align with the institution, or vice versa, the culmination
of his current contract presents a clear break, and opportunity, to move to a venue more open to
blending neoliberal and socially just approaches to internationalizing higher education.
Overall, the challenges faced by UX in effecting internationalization are symptomatic of
a strong polarization globally, wherein neoliberal and social justice perspectives are pitted
against each other in competition for resources, here, being the international students themselves.
As each perspective brings merits, to align UX internationalization structures and policy will
require a reconciliation of goalsetting, with a deep awareness of the internal and external factors
that will affect success. IFP, and the author, are in a strong position to effect such reconciliation,
as they hold institutional and contextual knowledge and power, and bring an urgency to the
issues due to the precarity of their existence within UX. In order to do so, the myriad inputs and
relationships will have to be collected in robust frameworks that target key areas for change, and
are discussed in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2: Planning and Development
Introduction
Chapter 1 explored the dialectic of power of Western education in relation to UX
internationalization, and outlined a vision for balancing it with social justice perspectives.
Chapter 2 outlines a change process using both transformative and transactional leadership
approaches, employed through multiple framing theories, a complexity required to encompass
and align disparate social justice and neoliberal perspectives. Four solutions are proposed, the
last of which is recommended as a synergistic path forward. Finally, the ethical implications of
such change are discussed in order to provide caution to the optimism of this OIP.
Leadership Approaches to Change
While Chapter 1 focused on the author’s personal leadership positioning as being most
closely aligned with servant leadership, specifically serving the international populations
marginalized in neoliberal approaches to institutional success, the role of transformative
leadership is key to effecting the types of change proposed in the OIP at hand. At the outset, it is
important to discern transformative leadership from transformational, as the two are often
confused, or even used interchangeably in the literature. This is understandable, as “both
transformational and transformative leadership theories share some common roots” (Shields,
2010, p. 564) and both speak to similar “end-values, such as liberty, justice, and equality”
(Burns, 1978, p. 426). Nonetheless, there are differences between the two. Unlike
transformational leadership, which often focuses on change within the organization,
transformative leadership starts with “material realities and disparities outside the organization
that impinge on the success of individuals, groups, and the organization as a whole” (Shields,
2010, p. 563). This distinction is critical to this OIP as UX’s current organizational state rests on
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the imbalance of valuation of an identified group of students based on external market metrics,
which, critically, affects the quality of service and support they receive at UX.
In addition, while transformational leadership focuses on reform and improvement
(Leithwood & Sun, 2012), transformative leadership often invokes more disruptive practice. Of
particular note is transformative leadership’s “deconstruction and reconstruction of
social/cultural knowledge frameworks that generate inequity, acknowledgement of power, and
privilege” (Shields, 2010, p. 563), which aligns specifically with the changes proposed in
Bolman and Deal’s (2013) structural and symbolic change drivers. For example, the complete
redesign of IFP and other internationalization structures currently perpetuating social inequities
due to place of origin, language, and wealth can be enacted through this lens. Acknowledgment
of the power of UX, and Western education systems in general, is the key dialectic at the heart of
this proposal. As discussed in Appendix B, there are powerful models of social justice presented
in UX’s policy on Indigenous and LGBTQ communities whereby transformative leadership has
furthered student success for minority groups (Graham & Nevarez, 2017; Turman, 2017).
Specific to this OIP, Raby & Valeau, (2016) further contextualize the role of transformative
internationalization approaches in higher education as moving away from selected programs
impacting few students, to comprehensive structural changes that benefit the entire community,
an approach shown as successful by Bermingham & Ryan (2013). Overall, the seminal work of
Quantz, Rogers, & Dantley (1991) argues for transformative leadership as the only adequate
concept to provide appropriate direction for democratic empowerment, though this is not the
contention of this paper. Instead, it is proposed that social justice perspectives, as one side of the
dialectic targeted in this OIP, may be well-served by transformative leadership, focusing on the
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treatment experienced by international students at UX as relating to global forces minimizing the
power of certain peoples.
Whereas neoliberal goalsetting sees power as a marketable value, social justice
perspectives focus more on the exclusivity, power differential, or marginalization experienced by
international students to whom UX is marketed. As the fragmented and unfocused support
experiences of international students at UX reflect larger global inequities, transformative
goalsetting as being individual, organizational, and societal change positions this OIP as having
effects not only for the students themselves, but farther-reaching implications for the higher
education market and its stakeholders. Alongside the leader and organization, Bennis (1999)
adds the role of intention, which is evidenced in UX’s strategic plan. As a “global intellectual
hub…fully engaging the communities we both serve and lead” (UX, 2018), the interconnection
of the university and society is enshrined in policy, yet UX’s treatment of international students
may be seen as a “positional, hegemonic tool for oppression as well as action” (Shields, 2010, p.
563). Quantz et al. (1991) argue that schools in particular perpetuate inequalities as they
“confirm and legitimate some cultures while disconfirming and delegitimating others” (p. 98) as
evidenced in residential schools’ treatment of Indigenous students, and here extended to
international students. Thus, the role of the university, and UX international offices, in creating
social justice can be transformed through this OIP. As transformative leadership is aligned with
social justice leadership gender and race (Appendix B), it may also provide a vehicle for
effecting internationalization goals, both within UX and beyond.
Nonetheless, Shields (2010) also provides an important cautionary note, that
transformative leaders “live with tension” (p. 563). Cooper (2009) found that transformative
leaders faced challenges if they did not perform cultural work to mediate conflicting views in
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teachers and community-members. The local community context of UX, as largely conservative,
may present challenges to transformative stances on social justice issues. Though transformative
leadership has been shown to translate well into higher education contexts (Black, 2015;
Blackmore, 2011; Chun & Evans, 2015; Quantz, Rogers, & Dantley, 1991), leadership must
have in-depth knowledge gained through mentorship (Middleton, 2014) or through lived
experience (Kronlid & McGarry, 2015; Lotz-Sisitka, Wals, Kronlid, & McGarry, 2015), though
fortunately these are key to the author’s leadership positioning. Diffusion of this directioning
may be another challenge, as other leadership styles, notably distributed leadership, are also
commonly applied to democratic educational reform, and may have more empirical support
(Oakes & Rogers, 2006; Theoharris, 2007).
However, distribution of leadership may lead to increased bureaucracy, reliance on
informal communication lines, and the employment of non-experts (Harris & DeFlaminis, 2016;
Lumby, 2019; Youngs, 2017). Specifically, the collegial governance models used in UX faculties
and offices may have led to the current fragmentation of international student support, and are
insufficient to create large-scale, trans-faculty, trans-office, and policy changes, instead requiring
higher-level hierarchical approval processes which may fall prey to leader goals in the upcoming
leadership changes. Weiner (2003) presents the most-challenging task of transformative leaders
as still having “one foot in the dominant structures of power and authority” (p. 91), logically
stemming from their achievement of leadership positions, while still being able to “exercise
effective oppositional power, to resist courageously, and to be activists and voices for change
and transformation” (Shields, 2010, p. 570). While this is seen as a difficult or incongruous
bridging of positions, it presents a clear need to be addressed at UX and beyond, and matches the
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personal attributes and agency of the author, as well as the goal of this OIP in accepting both
social justice and neoliberal goalsetting.
As the position of this paper is that negotiation between neoliberal and social justice
perspectives is not only possible, but effective, transactional leadership may also be seen as
supporting transformation better than distributed or collegial governance. Quantz et al. (1991)
suggest a “transformative leader must introduce the mechanisms necessary … to begin
conversations around issues of emancipation and domination” (p. 112). Mechanisms such as UX
policies and systems are proposed as possible venues for socially just change, but also rely on the
input of resources from the organization and international stakeholders. Thus, the role of
transactional leadership presents an opportunity to “emphasize both private and public good”
(Shields, 2010, p. 579), or more specifically, use neoliberal good to support social justice good.
Thus, transactional leadership presents clear ‘hidden gems’ (Riel & Martin, 2017) that could
bridge seemingly opposing systems. The goal of inclusion is meaningless if there is no
organization to be included within; therefore, Shields’ (2010) identification of transactional
leaders’ role in ensuring organizational operation is key. In short, if there is no
internationalization, there is no opportunity to effect change.
As an example, while IFP’s survival rests largely on financial accountability through
student numbers, it also requires alignment with and leveraging of existing formal mechanisms
to fit within the larger organization. The currency of exchange is also key to this proposition, in
that the obvious benefit of increased international student access to UX is increased tuition
revenue, yet revenues from overseas partnerships, marketability, and research grants present
even larger fiscal opportunities. While the key values of transformative leadership, such as
democracy and equity, are often seen in contrast with marketization and bureaucratic leadership,
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transactional leadership also values “honesty, responsibility, fairness, and honoring
commitments” (Shields, 2010, p. 563). Marketing these values is key to overseas relationshipbuilding, while simultaneously supporting socially just change. Shields (2010) also highlights the
ideas of cooperation through mutual agreement and benefit within transactional leadership,
which echo the models and perspectives that IFP can gain from ISS and UXI, as well as LGBTQ
and Indigenous policies, thus creating a synergistic relationship of internationalization structures
at UX. Given the inconsistencies in policy and structures’ actions at UX, such competing visions
and values can here be positioned to work synergistically to not only support more revenue
options, but more diverse options for doing so.
Framework for Leading the Change Process
The impetus for change that drives this proposal is rooted in Gentile’s ‘Giving Voice to
Values’ [GVV], as it addresses situational realities which have created a perceived need for
ethical action (Gentile, 2010). GVV also specifically embodies a foundation of social justice and
decolonization as a driver for change, which aligns with the philosophical framework of this
OIP. The role of GVV’s social justice foundation in creating a new vision for internationalization
is crucial in moving beyond UX’s current reliance on, and rationale of, hard data, which is
largely economic, and incorporating the soft, which includes the diverse, on-the-ground input of
international stakeholders, as well as the supports needed to integrate these perspectives into the
fabric of the campus at large. The GVV methodology consists of three parts: clarification of the
proponent’s values, an implementation plan, and speaking and receiving feedback on the values.
The clarification and feedback elements in particular may serve well to integrate and galvanize
the support of international stakeholders, as they may themselves feel as a dissociated group with
no formal agency at UX; overall, the values proposed in this OIP must resonate with the affected
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or marginalized group in order to be valid. To do so, the communication strategy in Chapter 3
includes both overseas institutions and partners, as well as the international students at UX
themselves.
Unfortunately, the GVV methodology does not have the operational detail to effect an
implementation plan for the institution, as its methodology focuses largely on curriculum,
instruction, and interpersonal interactions, rather than institutional change. The GVV tool lacks a
comprehensive or holistic approach, and criticism has focused on the different valuation of
individual and organizational values, as well as the relative importance of the values themselves
(Gonzalez-Padron, Ferrell, Ferrell & Smith, 2012). While raising voices, issues, and awareness is
a key element, an awareness of how these interface with the processes and procedures of the
university will require a more robust, actionable framework to effect deep systemic change.
Simply put, GVV is static and input-focused, and highlights only one side of the voices to be
aligned in this OIP. While it presents a useful vehicle for the illumination of the diverse
perspectives offered by international stakeholders, it does little to actively integrate perspectives
from the dominant, neoliberal culture of UX, and may actually be seen as actively resisting it.
Thus, a framework for including not only diverse, but opposing perspectives must be invoked.
In order to also position the values above in relation to the seemingly incongruous culture
of neoliberal targets outlined in national, provincial, and UX policy, Cameron & Quinn (2011)
present a useful lens in their Competing Values Framework. It suggests four frames, labelled
Clan, Control, Compete, and Adhocracy, measuring institutional culture on axes of flexibility
and locus of control. Originally designed to assess factors contributing to organizational
effectiveness, the specific efficacy of this framework is in identifying the underlying cultures that
either support or detract from success depending on their consistent adoption and perceptions
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across the organization, as cultural congruence indicates “various aspects of an organization’s
culture are aligned” (Cameron & Quinn, 2011, p. 84). Of particular relevance is Lavine’s (2014)
finding that the competing values framework has strong value in developing leadership able to
encompass paradoxical conceptualizations, such as the alignment of neoliberal and social justice
goalsetting proposed here. Overall, cultural congruence, such as including international voices
alongside Indigenous and LGBTQ (see Appendix B), is seen as critical to “the organization’s
ability to perform at the highest levels of effectiveness” (Cameron & Quinn, 2011, p. 85), and is
here posited to create a synergy of the disparate perspectives outlined above. The Organizational
Culture Assessment Instrument [OCAI] (Cameron & Quinn, 2011) is a tool for assessing current
and preferred organizational culture, and is used here to distill Riel & Martin’s (2017) ‘hidden
gems’ within competing cultures present in UX internationalization efforts. Importantly, this
alignment may seem in contrast with the original intentions of the Competing Values
Framework, which proposes that four different quadrants reflect competing assumptions and
directioning that must be unified into congruent core values to drive a successful organization.
However, as this OIP seeks to leverage disparate neoliberal and social justice perspectives, such
tension is expected and will not be resolved or evaluated, but instead presented as offering
opportunities for synergy between the two.
Giving Voice to Values presents a personally relevant direction for change, but lacks
broad actionability across an organization, and Cameron & Quinn’s (2011) model has been
criticized for presenting optimal organizational culture as static and singular, (Cawsey et al.,
2011, p. 84); thus, a third model is necessary to frame and drive the complex alignment created
through the above frameworks. Bolman & Deal’s (2013) reframing theory, discussed in Chapter
1 as identifying change drivers, will also be used to add specific operational visioning, and give
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more direct address to ‘what to change’ in the critical organizational analysis. Overall, its four
frames will delineate specific spaces to develop common ground between two worldviews,
subsequently using Riel & Martin’s (2017) alignment theory to retain the ‘gems’ in both.
Bolman & Deal’s Symbolic frame “focuses on how humans make sense of the chaotic,
ambiguous world in which they live” (2013, p. 248), which relates how UX leadership and
policy and international stakeholders must find a common notion, or symbols, of what drives
internationalization, bridging the current schism between neoliberal and social-justice
goalsetting. This is a key focus, as internationalization as a concept can be seen as a symbol of
power, especially when allied with neoliberal goalsetting, or cooperation and diversification, as
in social justice views. The Structural frame is the other key focus of this OIP. As the “one of the
oldest and most popular ways of thinking about organizations” (Bolman & Deal, 2013, p. 43),
this frame addresses the physical changes that must effect the above symbolic changes.
Specifically, the manifestations of the different symbolic understandings of internationalization
at UX are seen in the varied approaches of UXI, ISS, IFP, and faculty offices, and will be
reconstructed to reflect a more aligned and cohesive visioning. Two other frames will play a
secondary role in analyzing what to change at UX: the political, and human resources. The
political frame will be largely beyond the control of this OIP, as it involves changes to UX
leadership and global relations that are impending and volatile, respectively. The human
resources frame will be assumed within the changes to UX internationalization structures, as
changes to these offices will include changes to the designations of staffing within.
In addition, a hybrid of PESTE and SPELIT (Schmieder-Ramirez & Mallette, 2007)
analyses can be used to add economic, social, legal, and intercultural (ESLI) dimensions to
Bolman & Deal’s (1984) framing model. Economic realities, especially the financial barriers to
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accessing education at UX, were discussed in Chapter 1 as a form of exclusion and colonization
of international students, perhaps echoing larger macro-economic trends. The social dimension is
a central component, contrasting the current geo-political factors with the value and access
international students themselves actually experience at UX. This is evidenced in implicit
barriers to achievement faced by international students, including not only language, but crosscultural access to meaning (curriculum), health support, and the larger campus community. Legal
factors are specifically relevant when comparing the rights of Indigenous or LGBTQ students
with those of international students. Though the former may find leverage in citizenship, there
may exist a legal framework, such as stemming from the UN Declaration of Human Rights
(1949) or the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers
and Members of Their Families (UN General Assembly, 1990), which could give legal footholds
to international presence on campus. Finally, intercultural factors affecting the assumptions and
biases implicit within UX’s Internationalization Strategy and the methods of communication and
support are a key first step to bringing socially just, population-focused input into future
international directioning and operations at UX. Simply put, intercultural dimensions must
ensure the supports offered to international students have the appropriate access and messaging
for them to be useful. Moreover, intercultural competencies themselves will be discussed, as an
expanded focus beyond inter-national cultures will be needed to include the cultures of all
diverse students.
Riel and Martin’s (2017) constructive alignment theory then presents specific
methodologies, or ‘pathways’, for resolving tension between competing forces, and will be used
to create synergy between neoliberal and social justice perspectives within each of the above four
frames. A key process for moving forward involves distilling the useful elements from opposing
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systems, with an outcome of “a purpose-built model that imbeds [competing principles] in every
development stage” (p. 147). They add further support in ‘doubling down’, or strongly
leveraging key elements from opposing views, which here leverages the strong footholds
neoliberal approaches have in the funding and structuring of UX, and social justice approaches
have with other populations, such as LGBTQ and Indigenous, on campus. Last, they also
propose the idea of ‘decomposition’, or integrating both viewpoints, but allowing the constituent
elements to shine in their own right. Again, the overall theme of this OIP is that an institution
successful in the neoliberal imaginary can benefit from elements of social justice perspectives.
Overall, constructive alignment presents a targeted, dynamic, and inclusive methodology for
creating transformative, or Adhocratic, change within the large and complex UX institution.
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to Values
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Dominant
Neoliberal
Imaginary
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Constructive
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2017)
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Figure 3. Frameworks for leading change process.

Despite this OIP’s call for transformation of UX internationalization, the change
proposed in this OIP will be incremental. Though these may seem incongruous, Morgan (1994)
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notes that “incremental and quantum change are presented as opposites. Nothing could be further
from the truth” (p. B22). The changes proposed in this OIP must reconcile polarized and
entrenched neoliberal and social justice perspectives, admittedly even within the author, and are
proposed to be best treated in increments. Cawsey et al. (2016) note the value in using
continuous incremental change to not only pilot initiatives, but to calm or acclimatize recipients
and other stakeholders, particularly when the end goal is revolutionary. Thus, the transformative
leadership approach recommended in this paper will be scaffolded by the frameworks above in
order to encompass a wide range of stakeholders, offices, and perspectives.
Critical Organizational Analysis
Discussed above, the author’s perspective is firmly rooted in Giving Voice to Values
(Gentile, 2010), and is embodied in servant leadership and the actioning of social justice.
Nonetheless, because this OIP seeks to value both social justice and neoliberal perspectives, a
balanced view of how to move forward should also establish the current positioning of UX on
similar parameters. To do so, the OCAI One tool has been used to evaluate UX’s current state, as
compared with the author’s pre-envisioned future state. Findings showed a strong polarization
(see Figure 4), placing the former as having a ‘market’ focus, and the latter as ‘clan-‘ and
‘adhocracy-focused’. The current state market quadrant positioning is not surprising, and can be
seen as reflecting the neoliberal culture discussed above as characterizing the marketization of
Western, and UX, higher education, though the author clarifies that this refers not to the actual
marketing, but to “a type of organization that functions as a market itself” (Cameron & Quinn,
2011, p. 44). It presents a result-oriented workplace focused on “competitive actions and
achieving … goals and targets” (p. 45), such as those found in the UX International Strategy
targets. The OCAI One tool also highlights the strong hierarchical focus within UX higher
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leadership, which appears to belie the approach of collegial governance in faculties, but may
instead speak to the formal approval, committee oversight, and other processes and structures
necessary in a large university. Thus, the above two strengths point to a well-organized
university with a successful market focus that follows the neoliberal goalsetting seen in UX’s
Internationalization Strategy.

Figure 4. OCAI One results for present and desired state.

The market quadrant may be seen as at odds with the ‘Clan-Collaborate’ quadrant, which
centers on human development, collective wisdom, and relationship-building (Cameron &
Quinn, 2011), and which was identified in the OCAI One as being part of the author’s preferred
future state. Clan-focus may be seen as socially based, and is reflected in the fledgling
intercultural goals (not targets) of the UX Internationalization Strategy and the Faculty of
Education’s visioning, as well as in some ISS and departmental initiatives, including IFP’s
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‘academic acculturation’ program outcome. Nonetheless, it remains to be seen whether these
reflect international stakeholders’ priorities and beliefs, and it is important that this input is
garnered through this OIP’s communications plan. Nonetheless, they do reflect the author’s
personal values and preferred work environment. However, another quadrant, Adhocracy,
notably presented a powerful future state transformation.
Cameron & Quinn’s (2011) Adhocracy quadrant is characterized by innovation. It
presents an organizational culture encouraging risk and creativity, and valuing agility and
continuous improvement. Overall, it emphasizes transformation as a value driver (Cameron &
Quinn, 2011), and thus aligns with the transformative approach discussed above. Adhocracy may
also be seen as a way forward in aligning the seemingly contradictory stances present at UX and
beyond. As outlined in the OCAI One results above, it may be noted that UX current state is seen
as market- and structure-driven, whereas the author, and other internationalization stakeholders,
envision a more community- and social justice-driven approach to internationalization practice.
However, Adhocracy stands out as not only differing from the author’s preconceptions, limited
to ‘clan-collaborate’ social justice directioning, but also as a clear deficit in the existing market
and hierarchy culture of UX. Simply put, the adhocracy quadrant points to novel, transformative
directioning which may address both financial and justice deficits at UX, and drives the preferred
solution to the POP given in this OIP.
To lend traction and focus to the broader values and institutional culture goals outlined
above, Bolman & Deal’s (2013) Symbolic frame is implicated to target the messaging implicit in
policy and branding that affects UX internationalization stakeholders. Students are not blind to
the symbols of higher education marketization (Judson & Taylor, 2014), and nor are they blind
to the imbalances of social justice on campus and beyond. Therefore, an important first step is to
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recast these symbols of oppression, importantly, with the perspectives and rights of international
students incorporated. Specifically, this OIP targets the language in the Internationalization
Strategy at UX, which must re-interpret the meaning of ‘internationalization success’ in a way
that balances neoliberal metrics with other conceptualizations created by the stakeholders
themselves, and is informed by other gains in social justice on campus (i.e., LGBTQ and
Indigenous). This would recast internationalization symbolization and languaging at UX as still
including fiscal accountability and marketing, while also peeling away myths such as the
inherent value of Western education, or the amount of cross-cultural interaction and support that
actually occurs on campus. To do so, Riel and Martin’s (2017) constructive alignment finds
hidden gems in the marketing and branding of UX. For example, alongside neoliberal
marketization benefits from the assumed value of Western, UX education, Canada’s reputation
as a “tolerant, non-discriminatory, [and] safe country” (CBIE, 2017, p. 1) for study presents
opportunity for at least a symbolic gesture of inclusion. While true inclusion and support will
befall the structures and staffing of UX, including such messaging in branding, marketing, and
policy will present an aligned vision of the value, and values, of UX to diverse students at home
and abroad.
The second key area for change is identified in Bolman & Deal’s Structural frame. The
Internationalization structures at UX were created through attrition; as discussed in Chapter 1, an
original entity broke into at least three factions with different, even competing, ideologies. UXI,
as the unofficial leader in internationalization at UX, has created an impressive portfolio of
agreements and contracts, and accolades, all of which pointing to neoliberal goals and a market
culture. ISS, as a service department, contrasts UXI as it is not so tied to market metrics, and has
a focused, if limited, portfolio of services offered to international students at UX firmly planted
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in clan-collaborate culture. Though known internally for their high quality of offerings and welltrained staff, they have not received the accolades that UXI has, possibly due to UXI having
better alignment with the neoliberal symbols in UX internationalization messaging and strategy.
Between the two lies IFP, which has traditionally been relegated to a small niche: English
language for university entry. Recent forays into intercultural education and overseas
partnerships show IFP as breaking out of this mold, unfortunately entering the purviews of UXI
and ISS. For example, IFP has added a program outcome of acculturation, created a student
advising position, fostered educational partnerships in Mongolia and across campus, and
established an overseas campus in Qatar. Thus, Bolman & Deal’s structural frame shows some
redundancy or competition in these three structures, which is further complicated by smaller,
departmental initiatives. Returning to the OCAI’s findings that the existing hierarchical culture is
only partially balanced by a clan-collaborate perspective, the Adhocracy frame points to a way
forward, even if by simply aligning UX structures’ perspectives and goalsetting with the
symbolic and policy changes discussed above. Furthermore, Riel and Martin’s (2017) concepts
of decomposition and doubling down can be exemplified here by celebrating the role of capital
generation by UXI, and possibly IFP, in funding the structures and supports, such as ISS, which
bring the true inclusion and support indicated in updated UX marketing and policy symbols.
Thus, as Adhocracy points to a need for organizational restructuring and re-envisioning, a critical
piece to change is addressing the physical structuring that divides perspectives of
internationalization on campus, while still creating benefits from the differences between each.
Two such re-creations are presented below as Solutions 3 and 4.
Bolman and Deal’s (2013) political frame must also be acknowledged in regard to the
complex and volatile internal and external forces affecting the above changes. The symbolic
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frame creates meaning within the varied understandings of internationalization, but where these
symbols are cast reflects the leadership of the organization, and the communities in which and
with which it operates. Internally, UX is undergoing a broad-scale change in leadership, from the
president of the university to the dean of the Faculty of Education to the associate dean of IFP.
This is important to consider, as it brings about certain change, even if only in staffing. The
political beliefs, connections, and work orientations of new leadership will likely also have
effects on the symbolic and structural framing of UX, and must be seen as variables in the
change planning at hand. For example, the current president, herself involved in the major,
singular local industry, has fostered a world-class faculty and branding of UX for this same
industry. Similarly, the dean of the Faculty of Education has witnessed, or effected, a $25 million
private donation to the faculty, with an accompanying rebranding. Whether such leadership is
constituent of, or a product of, a larger UX neoliberal agenda may be of less importance in
coming months, as new leadership may or may not take the same tack. Thus, though currently
unknown and largely unaffected by this OIP, the political frame acknowledges the role of
internal leadership in the change process.
Similarly, external political forces may affect change in complex ways (Stacey, 2002).
The political frame, and leadership, within the university will either resist or comply with
external forces, and though this may not be predictable, it may be noted as an area that may, if
not must, change. Without delving into current geopolitical instability, there does appear to be a
global tension between the exact issues discussed in this paper: global marketization and social
justice. Stacey (2002) notes that an effective organization must strike a balance between stability
and flexibility. By doing so, long-term trends can be identified, but also self-organizing strategic
directions can emerge. Thus, UX must also change from a rigid adherence to existing goalsetting
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in order to develop the flexibility and responsiveness needed to create a new market. Though the
external geopolitical direction may seem volatile, it may befall the university to create new ideas
and directioning, particularly through leadership, to develop transformative approaches to
internationalization. A critical piece is leadership who are unafraid to rebuild what exists,
weather what is new, and bring internationalization into Adhocratic realms.
A final, key piece of outlining change elements is also to discuss what may not need to be
altered at UX, while still encouraging the changes discussed above. First, staffing changes may
not be necessary, as recent union-ratified collective agreements now position administrative
staff, such as those in services like ISS, alongside academic staff, so that these roles may be
blended or transverse. Simply put, this amalgamation suits the presented alignment of
internationalization personnel and structures, as identified in Bolman & Deal’s (2013) human
resources and structural frames. In addition, UX’s satellite campuses and other footholds
overseas will remain a key piece of internationalization efforts. Specifically, the changes outlined
above may be further supported by the overseas placement of ISS service staff, as they bring the
skillset to support immigration and visas; IFP instructors may mitigate language and culture
barriers in research and study partnerships, as well as prepare students overseas for study in
Canada; and finally, UXI staff, already active in fostering overseas relationships, can continue
the work of putting UX at the centre of an ever-expanding “global intellectual hub”. In short,
overseas relationships continue to provide effective ‘on the ground’ marketing for international
students, and existing structures, such as UXI, ISS, and IFP may see increasing involvement
overseas to truly connect the international with the local community.
UX’s Internationalization Strategy itself may also remain largely intact. While this may
seem counterintuitive, given the criticisms of its neoliberal Targets discussed earlier and
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upcoming revision, overall the document does present useful and lofty goalsetting for
internationalization. It is the position of this paper, that rather than choosing one or another of
such goals, an ‘all of the above’ approach achieved through alignment offers a more
transformative, or Adhocratic, path forward. The change path described below focuses on
structures and symbols as a path to success, rather than the success itself, with the position that
strong and aligned leadership in these areas will foster achievement. Therefore, specific solutions
will focus on broader visioning of internationalization, while still benefiting from the existing
definitions within. To do so, four solutions will be discussed, with the last, and favoured,
creating transformation through alignment and synergy of the perspectives outlined above.
Possible Solutions to Address the Problem of Practice
This OIP presents four possible solutions to the POP at hand. The first creates a baseline
to evaluate change by extrapolating outcomes and challenges with the existing course of action.
The second offers the option of UX’s withdrawal from the conflict discussed above, and invokes
industry partners who may be better suited to provide more entrepreneurial preparatory offerings.
The third option depicts a logical combination of IFP’s academic support mandate with ISS’s
service and support mandate, while the fourth, and favoured, proposes a transformation of
internationalization visions to provide broader and more aligned academic and social support to a
diverse range of UX students.
Solution 1: Status quo. As a baseline for evaluating other proposed changes, it is useful
to first map a trajectory based on current directions proposed for the organization. IFP has
recently undergone changes in leadership, location (move of offices), and staffing, where
instructional staff are now cross-appointed to the faculty at large. Thus, the status quo may be a
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misnomer, as large-scale change has become the foundation for current operations, which may
be seen as both unsettling, and unshackling.
Alongside the changes to the program and instructional staff structuring have come
transitions to the daily operations of IFP. Administrative staff have recently been designated as
academic within UX’s collective bargaining agreement (UX Relations Staff, 2019). Though this
likely does not open the door to administration moving to instructional roles, it may exacerbate
the issue of instructional staff moving to administrative roles, necessitating even more sessional
instructors. There have also been new positions created in IFP administration, including a parttime student advisor and temporary marketing specialist. The advisor role, blended into the
existing portfolio of one administrative staff, is largely focused on visa, funding, and admission
requirements for international students. Though the possibility exists for broader advising and
pastoral care, as recommended by social justice perspectives, to include such topics as mental
health, cross-cultural communication, personal safety, and intersectional identities, support is
largely limited to the mechanics of dealing with relevant national and UX policy requirements
for study. This seems unlikely to change, as the person in this role has incorporated student
advising without any additional intercultural or wellness training beyond his/her original
administrative qualifications. Thus, though a veneer of personal support has been added to the
academic outcomes offered in IFP, this has been done with off-hand quality.
The marketing specialist role was intended to be a continuing position, and was much
celebrated as key to salvaging IFP’s lowering enrollment challenge. Alongside this role,
marketing and recruitment support and liaison has been sought at various levels, including the
university’s registrar and marketing team, faculty-specific and UCI overseas partnerships, ISS
recruitment team members, and even through asking instructional staff for personal overseas
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contacts. This aspect of IFP’s current directioning is perhaps the most characteristic of its
priorities. While curriculum, instructional staff continuity, and peripheral supports for students
have received little attention and funding, a great deal of resources have been put toward an ‘all
of the above’ approach to marketing and recruitment. In short, the strategy being employed most
fervently is to simply increase efforts on existing inputs of funding. With research being a slow
route to achieving such funding, increasing student numbers is seen as an immediate solution to
IFP’s problems. IFP has traditionally brought in strong revenue due to international students’
tuition fee differential, and neoliberal leadership may be keen to maintain this infusion of capital.
Unfortunately, this strategy is not working, even for neoliberal goals. The marketing
specialist position was, within six months, absorbed into marketing for the faculty overall, rather
than specifically IFP. Ironically, this may have been due to funding constraints, as there is an
unofficial hiring freeze within the department, or simply due to the larger strategy of blending
programs within the faculty. This consolidation may also have been in response to the lack of
forethought evident in the ‘salvage’ approach to marketing and recruitment discussed above;
moreover, research on the viability of existing and new markets has been lacking, and input is
limited to existing relationships. Overall, putting a call out for any and all hands to help revive
student numbers may have been seen as unbefitting a university poised to become a “global
intellectual hub”, and actually created visibility to the challenges and limitations of the program
itself. The focus on marketing, rather than internal quality and consistency, may have in fact
deflated the viability of the program itself, which sees staff looking to more stable areas within
the faculty, such as research or administration.
Solution 2: Outsourcing. While perhaps more a concession than a solution, there is
strong research and comparative models pointing to the outsourcing of internationalization
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support to colleges or other evaluations, as more effective. IFP’s role in the Faculty of Education,
and perhaps the university, is unclear at present, and the current downturn in student numbers
may point to the model upon which IFP is based being dated and inefficient. Critical EAP
research in particular points to unfounded expectations of language requirements for university
study, as particularly in highly competitive admission areas like STEM and Business, actual
language needs may not be as high as required for entrance to the university (Bruce & HampLyons, 2015; Liu, Chang, Yang, & Sun, 2011; von Randow, 2010). Moreover, motivated
students, and even institutions, are increasingly recognizing the use of large-scale language tests
(i.e.: IELTS or TOEFL) as being more transferrable, faster, and less expensive than course-based
language preparation models. While such tests do not address the academic culture education
students need, it has been argued above that IFP does little in this arena as well. Office
administration has no formal training in cross-cultural communication, curriculum for the
program has admittedly little trickle-down of its program-level outcome of Academic
Acculturation, and even instructional staff - increasingly sessional instructors new to the field rely largely on experience rather than training to address intercultural issues in the classroom and
beyond.
Australia in particular shows a model very different from the in-house facilitation of
internationalization used at UX. As one of the largest venues for international education, largely
due to its proximity to key markets, most academic language preparation is done in local and
satellite colleges before university entrance. Colleges nation-wide serve as ‘sandboxes’ for
prospective university students, providing language and study skill support, as well as cross- and
academic-culture preparation. Pathways into universities are well-established and supported by
policy and formal agreements, and thus the foundational support for higher education is
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separated from the university itself. As the only developed country without national governance
over education, Canadian universities do not have common entrance routes and requirements for
international students. Because of this, it would be difficult to outsource or standardize college or
other preparatory-school outcomes to meet university entrance across the country. More likely
would be a local solution, whether provincial or even city, whereby local colleges, high schools,
or even private institutions could offer the specific curriculum and support needed by
international students. Colleges may be the easiest option, as they are governed by the same
provincial postsecondary learning act as UX, and several public and private colleges operate in
the same city as UX, but none have been authorized to meet entrance requirements for UX, as
IFP does. Again, as international students have traditionally been a lucrative market, this may be
a conscious exclusion.
Barring the coalescence of external pathways for international students through a network
of local tertiary education, the other option of using large-scale language tests is another route to
increased recruitment, as they are relatively inexpensive, accessible globally, and efficient to
process. However, such tests are prey to range of well-founded criticisms, particularly regarding
intercultural access to meaning and external validity (Davies, Hamp-Lyons, & Kemp; 2003,
Lowenberg, 2002; Taylor, 2006) referring to cultural biases within the tests, and that the tests do
not address cross-cultural communication, much less academic skills (Jenkins & Leung, 2017;
Leung, Lewkowicz, & Jenkins, 2016). Overall, the outsourcing of foundational studies to
colleges seems to be a better option than relying on standardized tests, but still has challenges
related to standardized curriculum, and revenue allocation.
Solution 3: Integration. UX has three key structures focusing on internationalization:
UXI, ISS, and IFP. Discussed earlier, these each have different foci and applications, which
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mirrors fragmented approaches to internationalization at the university and beyond. Rather than
seeing this as a deficit, the diverse perspectives and approaches of each could be leveraged into a
single, cohesive structure supporting internationalization pan-campus.
At a basic level, ISS is a service unit within the larger Student and Enrollment Services,
alongside several other targeted support offices. Discussed further in Solution 4, Student
Enrollment Services delivers targeted support for a number of diverse, minority, and
marginalized populations, including international. Moreover, the specific internationalization
supports ISS offers are grounded in targeted accreditation, as several staff have qualifications
such as Regulated Canadian Immigration Consultants (RCIC) and Regulated International
Student Immigration Advisors (RISIA), and Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI)
Assessors. In short, ISS staff bring a wealth of intercultural and immigration knowledge and
credentials that could complement IFP’s academic outcomes.
UXI, although largely mandated to facilitate outbound international experiences, has been
very proactive in building international relationships; their approach has earned them numerous
awards, and arguably the largest clout in effecting internationalization at the university. This may
be because high-impact partnerships and research garner the largest funding packages and
accolades, but of particular note is not what results they bring, but how they bring them. Strong
leadership is demonstrated in that their department head has also been promoted to Vice-Provost
(International) of UX, which is a very high-level position at the university. His leadership is
market focused, and is in line with, and had a large role in creating, the UX Internationalization
Strategy. With IFP’s most immediate threat being a lack of enrollment, a conscious and effective
marketing and recruitment plan is key, and yet, earlier discussion notes IFP’s somewhat
panicked, ‘all of the above’ approach to bringing in student revenue. This is understandable, as
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the Associate Dean of IFP is well-qualified in language instruction, but has no business training;
UXI’s leadership and team, in contrast, are well-versed in the latter. Thus, UXI is wellpositioned to provide an excellent model, if not deeper involvement, for marketing the outcomes
and supports offered by IFP and ISS.
Thus, the third solution being proposed is that of an integration of the above three
structures. IFP’s immediate weaknesses are in the areas of student services and recruitment, and
would benefit from the expertise already housed in ISS and UXI, respectively. Integration could
be as simple as increasing communication pathways; currently ISS does a 20-minute presentation
during IFP’s orientation, and UXI has enlisted IFP to provide language support for a few
initiatives. Though this is easy to effect, such relations are not formally linked within the
university’s organizational structure, so would have to be done on an informal basis, thus risking
continuance of the current ad-hoc approach. Therefore, a structural amalgamation of the three
offices would have several benefits. The cross-appointment of ISS staffing with internationally
focused specializations would not only support IFP academic outcomes, but also bring muchneeded specificity and training to IFP’s international student support. UXI could offer effective
and continuing support for the marketing of IFP, while also providing a foothold for IFP’s
relationship-building within the larger campus, and international, communities. Overall, the
merging of these three structures would also present the campus community with a more singular
branding for internationalization at UX, thus reducing the need for faculty-specific or ad-hoc
localized support for international students and initiatives.
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Figure 5: Alignment of internationalization policy and structures.

Unfortunately, this solution has three critical drawbacks. The first is that the process to
formally amalgamate these structures would be lengthy, and require support through a long chain
of approval. To effect change to the governance structure of the university will require motions
to be passed beyond the university itself, to its board of governors, and ultimately, to the
provincial Ministry of Education. It would also involve changing the mandates of all three
structures, which are themselves housed in very different offices and following very different
strategic plans, whether academic (IFP), service (ISS), or revenue-generating (UXI). Both the
length of approval process, and the complexity of amalgamating different classes of structures at
UX, make this an unlikely avenue for a change agent at the bottom of the organizational
hierarchy, regardless of clear planning, communication- and relationship-building, or effort.
Secondly, such an amalgamation has been attempted before, unsuccessfully. On April 23,
2008, UX Global was launched (UX, 2008) as a joint initiative by a newly appointed viceprovost (international) and her predecessor, with the goal of bringing “together the different
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international elements on campus under one umbrella” (para. 3). These elements were the
functional origins of the current UXI, ISS, and IFP, and the plan sought to remedy the
fragmented and localized international initiatives undertaken by these and faculty offices.
Unfortunately, the initiative failed, and though little reason is documented, the initial acrimony
between these groups discussed in Chapter 1 is a likely culprit, as their initial dissolution from an
original single entity, CIEB, was still relatively fresh.
Perhaps more damning is this proposal’s continued reliance on a singular market
population (international) which may be waning, becoming more transparent, or even actively
diminished. Indeed, intersectionality of international and other groups’ identities may make such
labels artificial and incomplete. In short, as the international language education market loses
steam, it may be even more important for it to align or follow in the footsteps of other social
justice perspectives to retain its ability to bring diverse voices to the campus community.
Solution 4: Intersection of diversity. Higher education internationalization in general
may be diminishing (Brandenburg & De Wit, 2015), and one of its cornerstone outcomes,
common language instruction, is an ever-shrinking niche. Beyond technological advances,
ubiquitous English, or even xenophobia, another reason for the stagnation of IFP, and ISS, may
be that looking at any transaction, including post-secondary learning, as being characterized by
the actors rather than the action is short-sighted, as identities are increasingly fluid and
intersectional. Thus, the current focus on international students, and the capital they bring, is here
refocused by answering the key research question in this OIP: what is the core value in
internationalization? It is here proposed to be diversity, including diversity of thought, of study
majors, of culture, of markets, and of students overall. This core value is exponentially expanded
by intersectionality, rather than compartmentalized as internationalization, as intersectional
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identities bring a greater range of diversity than only national or cultural, and are proposed to
establish more spokes centering on a “global intellectual hub”, and be a powerful driver for the
input of more ideas, and capital, into UX.
This solution is based on the Adhocratic alignment of competing ideals and structures as
discussed in this OIP’s framework for leading change, and positions UX as providing robust
support for a more diverse student body, thereby and therefore increasing its market pool of
potential students. This proposal accepts the neoliberal marketization currently used as
goalsetting in UX’s internationalization policy and actioning, and supports it with socially just,
deep relationship-building and academic support for all underrepresented and at-risk students
and the cultures they bring to campus. Though critiqued in social justice research, marketization
of higher education is not only an established and widely accepted model for defining quality in
education, it delivers a key element necessary for moving forward: funding. Moreover,
marketing a program of quality does not need to fall prey to lowered standards of ethics. When
coupled with the quality provision of education and support proposed in social justice
perspectives, marketing such a program is not empty rhetoric; it can be seen as truly sharing
something of value.
The value imbued through social justice perspectives is therefore more focused on the
program content, rather than external relationships and recruitment. Here, ‘finding the gem’ is
proposed to be the intersectional diversity identified above as the core value gained through
internationalization. As discussed in Appendix B, underrepresented or marginalized groups such
as Indigenous, LGBTQ, and others have found traction in civil rights policy and thus galvanized
their rights in higher education, and higher education has certainly gained from their diverse
perspectives. International students also literally bring diverse worldviews, and could benefit
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from some of the same approaches to rights and support. In this solution, rather than seeing other
offices as models or competition, it is proposed that IFP could position itself as a champion of all
student groups’ academic development, instead of being limited by the perception that it only
teaches English to international students. Intersectional theory plays a key role in this vision, as
not only is the term ‘international student’ problematic in an intersectional world, the identities
of all students present complexities that belie the silos within which they may be held. Therefore,
the challenges to enrollment that IFP has been experiencing are proposed to be remedied not by
increased focus on a small, turbulent, and perhaps neocolonial market, but by focusing on
diversifying its market in amalgamating with other, more established groups’ rights to, and
support by, policy and structures. In short, IFP, rather than focusing on more skills for a small
market, should be open to more identities but focus on its academic vision, and let other offices
do the work of service and marketing.
The change proposed would specifically expand the mandate of IFP to include academic
support for the entrance of all underrepresented or marginalized students into the university.
They would include, but not be limited to, international, new Canadian, Indigenous, rural and
remote, alternative gendered, incarcerated, mature, at-risk, and other students facing language,
academic skill or cultural barriers to entry. Though not all students will necessarily require all
three of these existing program-level outcomes, the underrepresentation of minorities in higher
education (e.g.: Ho & Kao, 2018; Hou & Balakrishnan, 1996) indicates that there are barriers to
entrance; IFP is well-suited to address academic needs. Currently, ISS supports the emotional,
immigration, financial, and family needs of international students, which is important for IFP’s
current clientele. However, the proposed larger vision of including other marginalized
populations involves international students being supported alongside the other groups identified
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above. Doing so means relationship-building at a higher level than that proposed in Solution 3,
which was limited to the three international entities at UX. Here it is proposed that IFP be housed
under the same governance as ISS: Student and Enrollment Services [SES]. While SES
administers supports for many identified groups on campus through the Native (Indigenous)
Centre, Student Accessibility Services, Wellness Centre, Community-engaged Learning, Student
Success Centre, and Women’s Resource Centre, it does not currently have the academic support
mandate, accreditation, and curriculum which IFP brings. Conversely, the parallel supports SES
offers to these other diverse and at-risk students presents an established blueprint for firmly
entrenching international populations in both policy and campus. In short, IFP is well-positioned
to provide university entrance and academic support for all of the diverse populations supported
by SES (see Figure 6).

Wellness /
Intercultural

Special
needs

Women

SES
Advising
and
Support

International

UXI
Recruitment

Indigenous

High School
Remedial
Upgrading

IFP / DEPP
Academic
Support

Figure 6: Wider scope of academic and social supports for diverse students.

The time for such a change is ripe, as IFP does not currently have a formalized vision and
mission statement; though program-level outcomes have been established as addressing
academic skill and communication barriers, they would remain valid needs, but for a larger target
group. Traditional IFP curriculum would not lose English language as an outcome, but position it
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as a tool for intercultural communication and academic learning, not an end itself. Specific
policy is already in place to support this increased agency, as IFP has not only the ability to
certify language proficiency for entry, but its curriculum is also recognized as equivalent to highschool academic English credit (ELA 30-1), which is a prerequisite for entry to UX. Beyond the
English language curriculum, the program outcomes of academic skills and acculturation also
present the opportunity to support more, and more diverse needs of, students wishing to enter
higher education. For example, many identified groups face challenges to entry due to a lack of
effective study skills fostered in less-developed, rural, or remote secondary education. They may
be from across the globe or from Canada’s north, but the academic needs for study at UX are
common. Moreover, cross-cultural communication skills present the opportunity to not only
recognize the student, but also model the dialogue that is necessary to continue diversifying the
campus until it reflects the diversity of its communities locally and globally. Again,
intersectionality posits that with increasingly complex identities on campus, all students should
be prepared to work effectively with diverse peoples and across worldviews. Thus, effective and
multifaceted cross-cultural communication is necessary.
Such change begins with a new vision and positioning for IFP. With suggested branding
as the “Diverse Entry Pathway Program” [DEPP], such a program would continue the marketing
and recruitment initiatives currently underway by IFP, as well as academic instruction and
support, but increase its scope to include the other diverse populations identified above. This reenvisioning could blend instructional and administrative staff roles to include SES non-academic
support services, and marketing relationships with UXI could still be fostered. Moreover, with
IFP’s inclusion as an academic unit, DEPP could also offer graduate courses on communicating
across diverse worldviews such as Indigenous, intercultural, gendered (LGBTQ, feminist,
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masculinity), and others that arise or inform education. As IFP is also a research unit, DEPP
could produce research and inform policy on these learners, so as to both develop the student and
inform UX and higher education overall. Such a collection of knowledge symbolizations
presents a transformation of internationalization from a goal into a piece of a more
comprehensive hub for diverse ideas. It is proposed that this will meet financial needs of the
university by bringing in more students and research opportunities, and also creating brand
recognition as a leader in this new area.
In sum, by joining SES, IFP can reach a wider market and marry academic and support
services to encourage more diverse participation, ideas, and connections at UX. Key to the POP
are remedying IFP’s reliance on a dying market for language instruction, and providing more
robust extra-curricular supports, thus addressing both neoliberal and social-justice needs.
Overall, the positioning of IFP, or DEPP, within SES not only addresses IFP’s current, urgent
needs for funding and extra-curricular support services, it bolsters SES’s offerings with
accredited, specific academic instruction for the many student groups it serves. In short, IFP is a
strong support in the intellectual hub of UX, but has the potential to support many other spokes
than only international.
Leadership Ethics and Organizational Change
There are several ethical challenges imbedded within the above changes, and only some
have solutions. First, in comparing international stakeholders with other marginalized groups,
there runs the risk of minimizing the challenges and oppression each has faced. For example, the
systematic oppression of Indigenous peoples in Canada is used as analogy to the neocolonial
marketization of Western education over others’, however, it must be noted that although
education may be seen as a life-changing endeavor for international stakeholders, such
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marginalization pales in comparison. Indigenous peoples have clearly endured far worse, even
despite more legitimate claims of local or national rights relative to those held by international
students. Similarly, other marginalized groups may not have faced such blatant oppression as
have Indigenous, but these all share the rights afforded by nationality, which international
students, by definition, do not. Thus, the comparison, and inclusion, of international students
with other marginalized groups may be seen as false, or even disrespectful, considering that they
may have endured, and have the legal right to, less.
Perhaps more pervasive throughout this OIP is the use of ‘international’ to describe
certain stakeholders. As Knight (2014) argues, the term has become less useful as the world
globalizes, and similarly may not apply to the intended populations at UX. Simply put, to
describe a new Canadian citizen from a vastly different country as ‘local’, and a Canadian-born
British citizen as ‘international’ does not meet the intention of the term as used in the literature.
Nonetheless, the terms do have functional usage in UX admissions and national study visas, so
they do carry validity in financial and political realms. International student tuition fee
differentials account for the lack of lifelong taxpaying from non-citizens, and, especially in the
current global climate pitting internationalization against xenophobia, accounting for the
whereabouts of non-citizens may be seen as key to national sovereignty. Despite the operational
need for such terms, this OIP points to a meta-awareness of such designations, and points to
envisioning structures that support the goals, not necessarily the person. In the example of the
Canadian and British citizens above, this may be seen in the proposed SES support of both
stakeholders’ more comprehensive individual cultures while studying at UX, which may also
include gender, Indigenous, or other identities. Again, the intersectionality proposed here focuses
on the interactions, not the agents themselves, with the goal of facilitating the transactioning of
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knowledge at a “global intellectual hub”. Thus, from a social justice standpoint, the definition of
‘international’ is less about functional attributes needed, and more about recognizing the diverse
perspectives and needs these and other populations bring to UX, despite operational
requirements for such labels nationally and at UX.
Given the collective recognition of diverse perspectives proposed as a transformation of
current internationalization policy at UX, the question of which perspectives will be supported
becomes salient. While the above solutions propose supporting Indigenous, feminist, LGBTQ,
disabled, mature and other student identities’ needs alongside those of international populations,
other perspectives may exist or emerge, and require similar support. For example, the UX faculty
of education has one of the first ‘masculinity studies’ programs in the region, but not without
critique. Though there is a general acceptance of the value of studying masculinity, whether this
population needs support or translation of its worldview into the university context is debatable
(O’Neill, 2015; Stahl, Nelson, & Wallace, 2017; Waling, 2019). It can be argued that this
population in particular has in fact necessitated the supports required by the others above, and
yet, becoming a strong and resilient hub requires as many spokes as possible. Again, the solution
lies in the fact that it is not the population itself that is being supported, but the actions they
undertake to participate in learning at UX. In Solution 4, the OIP proposes positioning SES to
overarch such distinctions’ roots, causes, or agents and instead provide the social and academic
supports necessary to thrive in academia. To do so, focus is placed on the communication,
academic skills, and intercultural competencies necessary for accessing knowledge which allow
diverse individuals to participate in higher education. Rather than becoming mired in ‘who’ gets
support, resources are focused on the support itself.
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Another ethical concern to the implementation of this OIP is forcing the development of
UX staff and instructors’ skillsets in supporting such groups. In a larger sense, the fragmentation
of skillsets can be seen reflected in the different mandates and perspectives of different offices,
such as UXI, ISS, and IFP, which are currently staffed according to their disparate visions.
However, even within these offices, varying perspectives and expertise can be seen. For
example, IFP instructional staff all have a high level of language pedagogy training and
experience, but few have formal training in cross-cultural communication; moreover, their
research foci range from group dynamics, to vocabulary acquisition, to educational leadership, as
in the case of the author. Presenting cohesive international (or inter-personal) support structures
will require skillsets that may be new for some staff. Nonetheless, ISS has shown leadership in
this area, by not only having accredited immigration professionals on staff, but also funding an
in-house intercultural training and certifications for all staff, including front office. IFP, however,
has a front office staff drawn from a pan-campus generic administration pool, despite being a
chief interface with international students on campus. As this OIP is centered on a transformative
platform, it will require a transformation in all stakeholders; the transformation in students is
assumed if they receive targeted supports, but the transformation in human resources may take
an equal amount of resources, and assumes the openness of staff to diversifying their portfolios.
In short, it may be unethical to expect well-educated and experienced staff to change the focus of
their work, especially if this means changing rank, offices, or designation.
Lastly, the process to amalgamate offices under SES will need to be driven through the
formal approval process by UX and provincial higher leadership, and may present challenges due
to the autonomy and individual cultures of each office, let alone leadership. Given the changes to
UX and provincial leadership, it may be a challenge for new leaders to effect the proposed
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transformation without an awareness of the history or issues tied to it, or conversely, directioning
may fall prey to leader goals. Of course, such leader goals could either support or detract from
the vision in this OIP, but the critical, ethical challenges discussed in Chapter 1 may remain if
the leader goals do not reflect those of the stakeholders and community. Given the powerlessness
of international students relative to the dominant neoliberal imaginary globally and provincially,
there is an extreme danger of the former’s voices continuing to be devalued or marginalized,
while the fractured internationalization offices do not present a unified vision to support either
position.
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Chapter 3: Implementation, Evaluation, & Communication
In order to remedy the Problem of Practice presented in Chapter 1, the frameworks for
change outlined in Chapter 2 need to be tabled for enactment through a change implementation
plan, with the ultimate goal of reconciling competing neoliberal and social justice views of
internationalization at UX. In Chapter 3, this plan includes specific reference to the priorities,
stakeholders, and stages of change, and further relates them to effective monitoring and
evaluation. Finally, a communication plan is presented to garner and galvanize the input of
stakeholders involved the change.
Change Implementation Plan
As discussed in Chapter 1, the goal of this OIP is to provide socially just education
supports for diverse students that also meet neoliberal budgetary needs for UX. While the latter
has created the most urgency in creating change, it is the position of this paper that through
budgetary crisis, an opportunity has been created to effect large-scale, socially just change in
IFP’s vision and mandate, and ultimately, UX organizational structure.
Goals and priorities. With IFP enrolment flagging (Winter 2019 semester had only 3
new students enrolled), goals ranging from preservation to elimination of the program have been
discussed, but given the servant leadership positionality discussed in Chapter 1, it is important to
keep at the forefront the students themselves, and create priorities based on their needs.
Therefore, a key priority when engaging relevant stakeholders is putting international students
first, while also including the larger campus community, UX leadership, and overseas partners.
While inclusion benefits the entire campus community, the question of ‘what’ these students are
being included within must be examined. Similar to the conscious inclusion of both social justice
and neoliberal voices discussed in Chapter 2, international students must also hear from local and
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UX stakeholders. For example, what implicit goalsetting and culture does UX have for its
students (e.g., workplace competitiveness, scholarship, or collegiality and networking)? Though
the vision of UX policy is discussed in Chapter 1, it is also important to compare this with the
on-the-ground needs of local stakeholders. Leadership and policy can be seen in this way as
ground-up extensions of the actions of smaller, localized university initiatives, funding, and even
reputation. Overall, this question underlies whether Internationalization and other diversity
initiatives truly align with the goalsetting of both international students and UX.
Internal partners are also key to effecting organizational change. Two offices are at the
heart of the proposed change: IFP and Student and Enrollment Services. Thus, it will be
important to focus on the strengths of both of these entities in relation to international, and other,
student needs. The current trajectory of IFP is described in Chapter 2, Solution 1, wherein a
‘salvage’ approach has effected change with a largely budgetary focus. It will be important to
ascertain whether this is seen as a long-term or stop-gap solution in order to understand the
movement and flexibility IFP may or may not have. As discussed in Chapter 1, SES is a small
department within UX, with limited and targeted offerings for the various offices it oversees.
This may be intentional, which informs the question above about the goalsetting of UX, or it may
be an opportunity to increase its offerings within its mandate to support all UX students. Overall,
alongside improved relations with external stakeholders, a new vision for internal UX offices
must be made clear in order to find alignment, salvage IFP, and deliver quality support to diverse
UX students.
Steps and cycles. Change is often seen as either planned or emergent (e.g., Bamford &
Forrester, 2003), and Cawsey et al. (2016) further divide the former into programmatic or
discontinuous change. The change plan at hand seeks to transform the supports currently offered
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to international students through IFP and ISS to a broader scope, while accepting that such
change will emerge, here over at least three identified stages. These stages move toward a new,
specific future state, as opposed to the trendy or disingenuous recursive change cycles cautioned
against by Buller (2015), or the ambiguity Cawsey et al. attribute to emergent change (2016).
Cawsey et al.’s (2016) Change Path model outlines the development of a comprehensive
implementation plan, which is here used as providing milestones to the change process proposed
in this OIP (see Appendix C). Their first step, Awakening, invokes the critical analysis of both
the organization and factors both for and against organizational shift. Simply put, these will
inform present-state awareness of both neoliberal and decolonizing forces at conflict within the
university. Importantly, as neoliberal perspectives may have become akin to dogma, an
awakening of UX’s leadership to socially just mind- and goal-setting may be needed, using
Indigenous, LGBTQ, and other marginalized groups’ strategies as models or templates (see
Appendix B). Fortunately, this step is already underway. The current changes happening in IFP,
though perhaps unfocused and reactionary, point to an acknowledged need for change; IFP
simply isn’t working, and this OIP is timely in presenting a more focused vision for change.
Moreover, the unfulfilled program outcome of academic acculturation shows readiness for a shift
into new ground, and is discussed in Stage 1.
The second step, Mobilization, centers on needs analysis and a communication strategy,
here connecting not only internationalization structures within UX, but the perspectives of the
international and local stakeholders discussed above. Institutional data can provide the
quantitative measures for budgetary needs analysis, but relationship-building will be needed to
bridge the power and cultural dynamics of the organization with the various stakeholders and
recipients of change. Beginning Stage 2, this will involve the author connecting structures,
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specifically IFP and SES, and perhaps most importantly from a decolonizing lens,
communicating with the international students themselves. Once this information has been
garnered, the Acceleration step involves action planning and implementation, also beginning in
Stage 2, and culminating by Stage 3. At this step data is collected about partnerships that have
informally created a new vision of success for international, and increasingly other, students.
Finally, in Stage 3, the proposal process for the creation or modification of internal structures,
such as ISS, SES, IFP, and departmental initiatives begins with a formal proposal, largely
informed by the current Organizational Improvement Plan, and progresses through the chain of
approval (Appendix A1; A2). This process is not expected to be completed within the current
strategic plan cycle, but invokes Cawsey et al.’s (2016) Institutionalization step, which marks the
successful culmination of the changes proposed.
Stage 1: Contextualizing and self-identifying IFP and UX. Aligning with Cawsey et
al.’s (2016) Awakening step, the first stage focuses on identifying gaps and opportunities, and
focusing them into a vision for change. Two elements of this focus are identified as being key to
positioning a current-state readiness for change: trustworthy leadership and systems thinking
(Judge & Douglas, 2009). The leadership of IFP, an Associate Dean, is relatively new to the
position, and as discussed in Chapter 1, inherited a program in disarray and experiencing a
downward spiral in enrollment; thus, trust has not been built. Though communications from the
Associate Dean have leant toward imaging of salvage and survival, much of the stresses put on
this role, and IFP, relate to higher-level directioning of the faculty and UX, if not beyond. Herein
lies an opportunity for change, as both the Dean of the faculty housing IFP, and the President of
the university are to be replaced in 2019, just as this OIP is to be submitted. The search for
decanal replacement is a closed process, but offers two positive possibilities. First, given that
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current leadership has forced IFP into a ‘produce or perish’ culture, any change may be seen as
hopeful. Second, although the process of the current decanal search is confidential, the search
team includes at least two members focused on Indigenous and gender-equity research.
Discussed in Appendix B, these populations share a great deal with the decolonizing and equitybased vision for internationalization proposed here. Therefore, there is a possibility that the
criteria for decanal selection will include respect for marginalized voices, or at least the
successful candidate will lend a sympathetic ear when this OIP is communicated with him or her.
Thus, a key element of Stage 1 is inserting the language and ideals of social justice into
discussions of, and application processes for, internal leadership. Specific points of influence are
outlined in the communications plan of this OIP, and present a far-reaching, though not explicitly
maneuverable, opportunity to commence change.
Systems thinking (Judge & Douglas, 2009) also points to the need for integrating
relationships and varied structures into the decision-making of IFP. Though IFP’s enrollment is
low, even existing external relationships have clear opportunity for growth, especially when
considering that IFP has had no direct marketing mechanism. The push to increase international
student numbers may be neoliberally focused, however, alongside creating a larger and more
diverse international student market, it may also serve to renew dialogue with existing
stakeholders, specifically regarding new content and visioning. Recent recruitment initiatives,
and student numbers, have brought to light that some relations are deteriorating, such as with the
Saudi Cultural Bureau, but others, such as IFP’s contract with the Kuwaiti Cultural Bureau, are
strong. Stage 1 sees existing markets and points of communication identified and reinforced.
IFP will also have to identify key relationships internally at UX. It has an existing, if
limited, relationship with International Student Services, under the SES office, as they usually
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present a summary of their offerings to students during new IFP student orientation activities.
Also under SES, the Student Success Centre, available to all students on campus, is a common
reference for IFP students needing tutoring. There is much overlap in the provision of these
academic services, again pointing to the need for clear communication about roles,
responsibilities, and most importantly, opportunities to collaborate and share knowledge and
resources. Rather than see this as competition, the synergy presented in this OIP positions
support services within SES as complementing the academic support offered by IFP. Though
Stage 2 proposes the development of increased integration, Stage 1 prepares for the Mobilization
stage Cawsey et al. (2016) present as creating lines of communication to establish needs,
including both gaps and overlaps, for creating seamless support for international and other
students. SES has a clear and established mission and vision; IFP must communicate the same in
order to map how it tessellates with such partners.
Though relationship-building looks promising to resolve immediate budgetary threats and
create a network of support on campus, it is IFP itself that will need the greatest amount of work
in Stage 1, beginning with its vision, mission, and mandate. As discussed earlier, IFP has yet to
formalize a vision or mission statement, and currently falls prey to perceptions as simply being a
language school. Before fostering the above relationships, it will be important to clearly outline
exactly what IFP is, and wants to be. To do so will be straightforward, as the IFP Council is a
body of faculty stakeholders able to pass motions from members, including the author, to the
Dean’s Advisory Council, where motions can be ratified. Creating internal cohesion to IFP’s
directioning is a key first step to understanding its potential. Also important to this positioning is
to contextualize IFP within UX. A strong example has been established with the creation of an
IFP course that serves as a university-wide required course. All students at UX are required to
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take a Junior English course, and IFP’s partnership with the Faculty of Business has birthed a
course the latter accepts as the required course. Though a small example, this may prove a seed
to entrenching IFP as a pan-campus provider of academic support. Overall, Stage 1 sees IFP
informing leadership hiring, entrenching footholds in overseas markets, informing UX at large
about its roles and capabilities, and, critically, working introspectively to ascertain what these
roles are to be.
Stage 2: Establishing partnerships and serving stakeholder needs. Once IFP’s identity
is established and relationships are identified, at Stage 2 more integrated and functional, though
not formalized, partnerships among support offices are developed, while also diversifying
external markets. The internal partnerships show a move from Bolman & Deal’s (1984)
Symbolic frame, with mission and vision outcomes derived from Stage 1, into Structural frame
considerations about how internal partners will work together to support the targets IFP, in
concert with internal and international stakeholders. The first priority for establishing
relationships will be with SES, and specifically ISS within. While the latter does not match the
full range of growth proposed for IFP, it presents a natural, existing venue and inroad for internal
communication and collaboration. Specifically, given the need for increased international student
advising, visa support, and intercultural support in IFP, ISS has much to offer. Discussed in
Chapter 1, offerings from ISS currently have low visibility and variety, and do not include
academic language or skill support. Again, as there is a seed of collaboration already present in
IFP’s orientation for new students, the human resources channels are already in place, including
personal relationships with the author. Thus, a key outcome of Stage 1 is the establishment of a
deeper, mutually advantageous working partnership with ISS, with growing IFP presence in
other SES supports.
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As the relationship between ISS and IFP is solidified, Stage 2 also involves larger
conversations and data gathering with other SES offices, including the Native (Indigenous)
centre, Accessibility Services, Women’s Resource Centre, Centre for Community-Engaged
Learning, and Student Success Centre. Again, knowing IFP’s mission and vision are critical to
spearheading such initiatives, and must be completed prior. With this information in hand, IFP
will be able to focus on not only international, but other student groups, such as Indigenous,
differently abled, mature, rural and remote, alternate gendered, at-risk, and other diverse
populations also supported by SES.
The Student Success Centre [SSC], will be the next focus after initial connections with
ISS, both because its mandate and offerings closely align, or even overlap, with IFP’s, and
because it opens a door to serving more diverse student populations. This will be a nuanced and
important relationship, as caution will have to be taken to avoid perceptions of takeover,
superiority, or even piracy, as Cawsey et al. (2016) note the importance of the psychological
perceptions of change recipients. Nonetheless, there are important distinctions to bring to this
relationship, centering on IFP’s orientation toward English Language Proficiency assessment for
university entrance, rather than SSC’s ongoing support and tutoring, and there have been
identified needs for both. For example, rural and remote Faculty of Education partners have
requested academic and cultural support for their students, and IFP is seen as the de facto
supplier; SSC is well-positioned to continue this support. Furthermore, other groups not yet
being identified by SES may align with both the new vision of IFP, and SES’s mission. For
example, IFP has a strong local market foothold with new Canadians, who may stem from
international roots, but have different needs and funding models. In particular, this market is
highly concentrated in local high schools, but is not currently being targeted by either IFP or
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SES. Lastly, IFP brings a research component that is critical to the data gathering required to not
only ascertain the needs of international and other students, but also justify more formal changes
proposed in Stage 3. As academic staff, IFP instructors have the mandate and qualifications to
carry out research on participants and programming. Expanding IFP’s current scholarship and
research funding into SES’s diverse offices brings more venues for research, which will also
inform future visioning, and serve even more diverse populations and intersectional identities.
Thus, the skills and markets IFP and SES bring to collaboration would appear to bring
opportunities to both.
Relying on the honed mission and vision from Stage 1, Stage 2 also increases IFP’s
external market diversification. New external partnerships, such as between the Faculty of
Education and the Japanese Ministry of Education, show that the existing overseas partnership
model has life, if it can be grown with agility. Global English language instruction markets are
expected to grow by over 15% by 2027 (The Insight Partners, 2019), and newer markets in
Africa, South America, and Southeast Asia and are emerging (Mydans, 2019), despite their lack
of inclusion in the UX Internationalization Strategies’ ‘Regions and Countries of Interest’. Of
particular note is the role of this OIP’s increased student support, through cooperation between
SES and IFP, which can be marketed as distinguishing UX from competitors. With many
identities experiencing marginalization in home countries, Canada’s marketing of “reputation as
a tolerant, non-discriminatory, [and] safe country” (CBIE, 2017, p. 1) can be further supported
not only by UX policy, but proven, on-the-ground structures supporting intersectional identities.
Overall, Stage 2 has the advantage of bringing immediate benefits without large-scale or
formalized organizational changes, while simultaneously informing further development. It sees
the entrenchment of existing relationships as IFP defines its own personality in Stage 1, and
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offers exploratory forays into markets that further broaden the support offered by both IFP and
SES. Moreover, the establishment of these relationships and potential markets offers the
opportunity for IFP to produce research, based on pilot offerings and collaborations, which will
be crucial to the Stage 3 proposal of organizational restructuring.
Stage 3: Formalizing partnerships and new vision and strategy. In Stage 3, the results
of research on a broad range of stakeholders, including the students being supported by
integrated SES/IFP services, the staff supporting them, and the needs of external partners, may
be used to inform two institutional changes. First, the organizational structure of UX could be
formally changed to house IFP within SES, and see it as a support service parallel to the other
offices within SES. As discussed in Chapter 2, this would be a long, though explicit, process that
will involve procedural approval to the highest levels of UX and beyond. Again, this new role
presupposes the work done in Stage 1, where IFP must clarify and challenge its currently
assumed mission and vision, and assumes that a support role is more appropriate than being
housed within a single academic faculty. Second, research from the above relationships can be
used to inform and make proposals for the upcoming UX and Internationalization Strategies, as
the current iterations expire in 2022. Thus, the timeline for this stage, and indeed those before
can be reverse-engineered from this date. For example, proposals and motions to effect change in
the Strategies will need to be proposed in early 2021 for them to be approved in time for
inclusion in the 2022 update. Thus, the research and stakeholder consultation proposed in Stage 2
should be done in the 2020-2021 academic year, or earlier. Fortunately, the timeline for Stage 1
is short, and could well be completed during a slow semester, such as Spring/Summer when
student enrollment is lowest. With the successful completion of the OIP at hand slated for
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Summer of 2019, Stage 1 may be completed immediately, thus leaving the 2019-2020 academic
year as a buffer for either completing Stage 1, or beginning the work of Stage 2.
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Secondary School
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Stage 3 Institutionalization

Internationalization Strategy aligned with other Diversity Policies
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Unified and aligned academic and social supports for all students
Broader Admissions and Recruitment

Figure 7. Galvanized supports effecting organizational change.

The change stages discussed above are intended to begin with small, informal change that
will inform increasingly complex and formal subsequent change. Though this process is
emergent, as discussed earlier, this plan involves little ambiguity, and may rather be seen as
incremental programmatic change (Cawsey et al., 2016). Though Stage 3 proposes changes
beyond the scope of this OIP, Stages 1 and 2 lay the research and funding foundations for
institutionalization, while still effecting positive change immediately and in transition.
Furthermore, the first two stages will serve to unearth potential challenges to the ultimate goal
presented in Stage 3, thus helping prepare for the ultimate proposal of larger institutional change.
Strengths. The change plan prescribed above has several key strengths that support its
implementation. First, as described above, the incremental staging of development allows for a
soft start, whereby the affected units have time allocated to solidify their self-concepts and
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reinforce existing relationships. IFP will have the most work in and benefit from Stage 1, as it is
currently suffering from a crisis of identity due to lack of mission and vision. Once this identity
is established and related to the mission and mandate of SES offices, the internal and external
relationships both hold can be used to guide a vision for expanded supports, and markets, for
international and other students. Again, this holds the strength of creating foundational support
for change with little need for new initiatives or approval, and also advances current revenue
streams by offering a new and improved product to existing and new markets.
Social justice and servant leadership perspectives are also well-served by the above
approach. Students receive more robust support from the outset, as IFP’s scope is expanded to
include broader support beyond language instruction. Discussed in Chapter 1, international and
other postsecondary students may be victimized by marketization and efficiency-based models of
educational delivery. Instead, they will benefit from the increased and connected supports
offered by IFP and SES, marrying academic with comprehensive personal, intercultural, and
political (visa) assistance. Key to the transformation proposed in this OIP, such integrated
support will also be in a better position to serve a greater variety of students, as acknowledging
intersectional identities will position structures to support a greater diversity of students on
campus.
Finally, a key benefit will be to the morale of IFP staff. Two years of flagging
enrollment, increased job insecurity, and a ‘salvage’ culture have weighed heavily on the culture
of the program. Instructional staff have jumped at opportunities to leave, and office
administration has seen high turnover. Overall, this has led to a disaffected culture, far from the
Clan culture envisioned by the author, mirroring a disconnect between the support advertised to
international students, and the stark, limited engagement they receive upon arrival. In short, a
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downward spiral of pessimism causing negative interactions between instructors and leadership,
as well as administration and students, is proposed to be remedied by a fresh vision, and perhaps
staffing reallocation, created as IFP and SES create a synthesis of their strengths. Overall, easy
but critical first steps may provide the motivation and data to pursue larger steps toward a venue
for student support that is less bound by fragmented and compartmentalized office division;
doing so is proposed to not only deliver better services, but also increase the job satisfaction and
mood of the providers.
Weaknesses and limitations. There are potential weaknesses to the proposed change
stages. First, Stage 1 sees little outward change, and is mostly introspection and relationship
work by IFP. The introspection, involving mission review and visioning, may still point to a
limited focus and mandate for IFP, which could effectively ground this proposal at early stages.
Moreover, the upcoming decanal change may radically affect the directioning of both the Faculty
of Education, and IFP within. Perhaps more dangerous would be no change, however. The
current mandate, and student numbers, of IFP are not sustainable, and could doom the program if
growth is not envisioned or actioned. If so, the challenge of low student numbers and revenue in
IFP, at the heart of the POP, may remain. Though the relationship building in Stage 1 intends to
stabilize, even grow, current international markets, current xenophobia and market and political
forces may still prove to be insurmountable. More specific to this paper, the number of noninternational students using the increased services of an IFP-SES blend is intended to grow. If
such students do not exhibit a need, then there is little reason for amalgamation of the structures.
Though Stage 1 does involve active relationship-building in both existing and new student
recruitment markets, to rely solely on this as a way to salvage the program would miss the
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opportunities to both increase these markets laterally, and transform into a more robust,
marketable, and socially just education product.
There may also be internal resistance to change at UX, particularly in the
internationalization arena. As discussed in Chapter 1, initial acrimony between
internationalization structures is at the heart of current fragmentation, and is only exacerbated by
financial and marketing concerns. For example, the new Faculty of Education dean may be
reticent to lose IFP, which, despite current numbers, has traditionally provided strong income
due to international student fee differentials. International students in IFP also provide in situ
support for meeting international enrollment targets, as outlined in the Internationalization
Strategy. IFP staff themselves may be resistant to amalgamation with SES, as some position
restructuring may be required. As discussed earlier, the possibility of blending academic and
administrative appointments exists, but service contracts are currently limited in focus and pay.
Similarly, SES staffing may also be resistant to such a merger, as they may see IFP as either
competition or invasion, and the combination of the two structures may see staff and
programmatic redundancies, thus lowering employment needs. Even curricular overlap, proposed
in this OIP as a reason for merger, may create resistance due to feelings of ownership, differing
approaches, or a perception that academic staff are valued more than service. Overall, an
effective communication strategy outlining the key benefits to early adopters in both offices will
be important, and is discussed later.
Fortunately, the above are treated within the philosophy and action of this OIP. First,
though Stage 1 is largely introspective, it does include specific marketing tools to address the
urgent need for student numbers. Though the international language instruction market has
waned locally, it is growing globally (Insight Partners, 2019), and redoubling efforts in this arena
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is likely to improve numbers, especially with new and increased program outcomes, also devised
in Stage 1, for IFP to advertise. The resistance of internal partners also sees possibilities and
solutions. An incoming dean may be happy to shed a program that has recently been losing
money, and that has a mandate so different from the faculty. IFP faculty, ever fearful for their
jobs, have also already indicated a willingness to ‘pitch in’ and grow into new positions. Rather
than this creating a mass exodus, this OIP allows for them to remain the team that has been built
and tempered over difficult times. SES staff may also see benefit in this amalgamation, as their
departments would now have the opportunity to produce research, and have academic supports.
Not only could student users benefit from such support, but SES staff may see this as an
opportunity to develop their academic qualifications. Lastly, the issue of whether noninternational students will see benefit, and use, the amalgamated structure is actually moot. As a
service unit, it would not be for-profit, and would be funded regardless of usage. More
importantly, it could be marketed as socially just and robust support for diversity itself, which
the CBIE posits as the top reason for international students coming to Canada (CBIE, 2016).
Perhaps most importantly, with market measures removed, the real benefit of this OIP can be
appreciated, which sees increased inter-cultural supports, including both international and other
at-risk students, being offered at a single location in UX. Even if the broader range of students
using the structure do not need the language or study skill support traditionally offered by IFP,
the inclusion of academic instruction in cross-cultural competencies would provide rigorous
support for diversity and intercultural competencies among the many groups currently served by
SES, and the campus at large.
Resources and management of transition. Another strength of this proposal is that few
resources will be taken to effect change. A great deal of the preparation for change in Stage 1 is
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included in the document at hand or is already in place, and most importantly, a final vision and
rationale is clear. In short, the creation of a new mission and vision for IFP benefits from having
a further milestone explicit: the amalgamation of IFP and SES offices. Nonetheless, the work of
re-envisioning IFP has already begun, with the important new program outcome of academic
acculturation spearheading the case for aligning the two offices. With a committee already tasked
with creating an IFP identity, the next steps do not require resource expenditure, but instead may
actually reduce it. For example, as ISS currently presents to incoming IFP students during their
orientation, such relationships and support can be expanded to include information for
Indigenous, alternate-gendered, women, and other marginalized groups to be presented also by
SES staff, rather than IFP staff having to develop curriculum to support the acculturation these
students may need. Thus, the overlapping services that have precipitated the proposed change
may begin to show increased resource efficiency from the beginning of Stage 1.
Elements of the change plan that will require resources are positioned in two main areas,
at the start and end of the change plan. First, increasing existing international partnerships and
recruitment beyond current markets will take resources. However, marketing and recruitment is
done by a Student Recruitment Office, under the UX registrar, which has funding independent
from IFP and SES. Though separate from the offices discussed in this OIP, they are aware of the
need for more international students, as targeted in the UX International Strategy, and so their
efforts have already been independently bolstered. A second, very large expenditure of time and
effort will be needed in Stage 3, which proposes a formal amalgamation of IFP and SES. Already
indicated as beyond the scope of this proposed change cycle, this process will nonetheless be
supported by this proposal and the data gathered in Stages 1 and 2, which are intended to garner
the student usage and office collaboration data, through the change model discussed below, that
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will support the lengthy formal proposal process to effect this OIP’s institutionalization in policy
and structures.
Change Process Monitoring and Evaluation
Chapter 2 outlined a complex synergy of frameworks for leading the change process (see
Figure 3), necessary to encompass the disparate neoliberal and social justice perspectives of
stakeholders at UX. On page 45 of this OIP, Gentile’s (2010) Giving Voice to Values was seen
as useful in entrenching the soft data on social justice goals at the heart of IFP and SES offerings
alongside the hard data in the dominant neoliberal goalsetting. This will be critical to monitoring
the success of this OIP, which sees IFP transforming based on the values and needs of
marginalized students as well as increasing its market and funding. Cawsey et al. (2016) outline
these two perspectives in two different types of control systems: belief systems and
diagnostic/steering controls. Belief systems can be used to monitor the “fundamental values and
beliefs … that underpin the culture and influence organizational decisions” (p. 349). Changes in
beliefs, however, are difficult to monitor, and will only be seen through the lens of attached
action, such as the creation of an IFP mission and vision, diversification of markets and
marketing, and the establishment of collaborative policy. Diagnostic steering controls are more
easily observed through the successes of offices, students, and supports.
As reflecting belief systems, the successful development of IFP’s mission and vision will
require two key elements: student input, and broad applicability to other markets. Discussed later
in the communication strategy, the students themselves will have a role in informing such data,
as their belief systems have historically been marginalized, or even misled, by the explicit and
implicit marketization of Western, and UX, higher education. Thus, constant and deep inclusion
of their perspectives will be an important input to monitor, and relate to changes in the belief
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systems of UX. This input can be seen in the formal inclusion of student representation in
policymaking and goalsetting. For example, there is currently no international student voice in
IFP Council, or in the UX Internationalization Strategy re-iteration. Formal roles for such voices,
and other diverse voices, must be included in the development of policy, especially in
goalsetting. While the Internationalization Strategy’s targets speak to neoliberal metrics of raw
student numbers, the inaccessibility, fragmentation, and cracks in the Strategy’s goals, discussed
in Chapter 1, show that practical application to supporting such students is lacking. Thus,
continuous involvement of the students actually using the services of IFP, and SES, must be
monitored to ensure their voices are recorded.
The broad applicability of IFP’s new mission and vision also necessitates the
involvement of other stakeholders beyond international students. With the ultimate goal of
IFP/SES unification in mind, a more diverse range of voices will need to be heard, including
Indigenous, differently abled, women, mature, at-risk, and rural and remote students. Great care
must be taken in Stage 1 development of IFP’s identity to allow room for growth beyond its
traditional international student market, into the wider reach of SES offices. Thus, just as
formalized inclusion of international students’ voices was proposed above, a wider range of
students needing academic and intercultural supports must have formal input into the same
process. This data need not only come from inclusion on council; data from SES regarding which
students are using which specific offices and services under their purview present a useful
quantitative input into the needs of diverse students on campus. Thus, though Chapter 2
discussion concluded that GVV methodology did not have the operational detail to effect the
change proposed here, it does present an important safeguard for the introspection in Stage 1,
whereby the new mission and vision developed for IFP must keep the recipients of social justice
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in focus to garner the core values and alignment of internationalization proposed in this OIP:
diversity in both ideas and markets.
Overall UX policy will also benefit from feedback on the belief systems symbolized
within its languaging. To do so, Bolman & Deal’s (1984) Symbolic frame clarifies how beliefs
are encapsulated in language, and is critical to clarify both the language and goalsetting in all
policy, from the IFP envisioning above to the Internationalization Strategy, and relate it to the
values inputs discussed above. For example, as discussed earlier, the term ‘international’ itself is
problematic in an increasingly hyphenated or intersectional world, particularly as new
Canadians, who often defy the terminology, represent an important market and stakeholder
group. Moreover, the symbolism inherent in such a term invokes neocolonial critique as creating
‘have-nots’, discussed in Chapter 1, further conflicting with neoliberal goals still necessary for
the continuance of the program and support. Thus, a critical issue to monitor is the language and
symbolism used in developing UX policies on internationalization and diversity, which benefit
from a transformative view of the field, moving beyond generic and limiting narratives of
marginalized students (Morgan, 2009). To do so, the focus is on the needs addressed and
supports used, rather than the labels and identities students carry. In short, the target groups for
an integrated IFP/SES office should not be seen as international, Indigenous, women, or other,
but as diverse parts of the entire campus community whose needs, not identities, come first.
Fortunately, the diagnostic/steering controls (Cawsey et al., 2016) for IFP, SES, and UX
internationalization are clearer, and can be focused in Bolman & Deal’s (1984) Structural frame.
Opposing the ghettoization of different diverse student groups at UX, the Structural frame
presents an opportunity to align the fragmented support structures, for internationalization in
particular, forming the POP at UX. Formalized in Stage 3, and beyond the scope of this change
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cycle, the Structural frame will nonetheless seek to amalgamate the structural elements within
UX, such as internationalization and other student support offices. However, it is cautioned only
to be used “when goals are clear, when cause-and-effect relationships are well understood, and
when there is little conflict, uncertainty, or ambiguity” (Bradbury, Halbur, & Halbur, 2010, p.
184). As IFP is clearly not at this point, Stages 1 and 2 pilot collaboration, gather data, and
delineate vision and mission goals and language in order to create the stability needed to begin
the Stage 3 approval process. Importantly, the structural changes proposed in Stage 3 are lengthy
and detailed, but point to the specific outcome of a unified office for academic and cultural
supports at UX. Bearing this in mind will inform the monitoring of changes begun in Stages 1
and 2, and ensure they share a common focal point.
Within each structure, specific, diagnostic/steering controls will inform change, and
include the goalsetting of neoliberal perspectives alongside the social justice inputs above. For
example, IFP has been shown to produce academically strong students (Tweedie, 2018) on
metrics of grades and degree completion, and with further intercultural support through ISS staff
trained in the Intercultural Development Inventory, even intercultural abilities can be assessed
quantitatively. The support SES offers diverse students will be evidenced through an increased
and increasingly successful diverse student body. Though metrics for diversity on Canadian
campuses are lacking (Bakx, 2015; James, Robinson, & Gallagher-MacKay, 2019), the
centralization of offices serving such students encourages better record-keeping, and will
hopefully show gains through Stages 1 and 2 in order to effect Stage 3. Of course, neoliberal
symbols of success will also be measured, and currently UXI has taken leadership in providing
the UX International Strategy KPI (UX, 2018). This document clearly highlights such metrics,
including achievement in both the Strategy’s goals and targets, and provides year-over-year
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accountability for student mobility, diversity of origin, partnerships, and funding. The new
structuring and goalsetting proposed in this OIP will inform KPIs to reflect decreased overlap of
services, increased use of less-expensive service staffing over academic, and increased funding
and enrollment diversity for different marginalized groups, all pointing to budgetary gains
alongside diversity gains.
Alongside belief systems and diagnostic/steering controls, Cawsey et al. (2016) recognize
the influence of ‘interactive control levers’, which “sense environmental changes crucial to the
organization’s strategic concerns” (p. 349). To do so, a hybrid of PESTE and SPELIT was
proposed in Chapter 2 in order to include four external/environmental inputs of change that
should be monitored. First, Economic realities play a critical role in the internal conflict
proposed for alignment at UX. Internationalization has traditionally been a strong economic
boon to a university situated in a city and province that relies heavily on resource wealth. The
current economic climate, however, is much less encouraging. Resource revenues have
plummeted, and are restricted by socio-political conflicts; internationalization revenues have also
plummeted in IFP, with social and political reasons likely also to blame. Discussed in Chapter 1,
the current global economic outlook is not promising, and political tensions are not engendering
optimism. It is important that the change plan at hand monitors the volatile global economy, as
the relationships fostered in Stage 1, and IFP’s current base market, depend heavily on relative
economies. Tied to this economic input, the volatility of international and intercultural relations
also presents a continuous input of relevant data. For example, current sociopolitical tensions
have strongly affected IFP’s chief markets in both China and the Middle East. Therefore,
monitoring these and other markets will be key to effecting the changes proposed in early stages.
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Legal and intercultural factors will also inform change as it progresses through the
proposed stages. Discussed in Chapter 1, Indigenous, women, and differently abled students have
entrenched legal rights in UN, national, and UX policy that may inform the rights of other
marginalized groups, such as international students. Moreover, such rights are constantly
evolving, given gains and recognition achieved by each, as well as the increasing hyphenation of
identified marginalized populations. As the term ‘international’ may be supplanted in discussions
of IFP’s mission and vision, the legal and policy identification of target markets may need to be
adjusted in order to accurately reflect not only the increased market envisioned for IFP, but also
this market’s relationship with other marginalized groups. This relationship speaks to the final
factor needing to be monitored throughout the change process: intercultural or global
competence. Such factors have been increasingly salient in organizational (e.g., Cascio &
Boudreau, 2016; Glover & Friedman, 2015; Mendenhall, Osland, Bird, Oddou, Stevens,
Maznevski, & Stahl, 2017) and higher education development (e.g., American Council on
Education Commission on International Education, 1998; Leavitt, Wisdom, & Leavitt, 2017;
Meng, Zhu, & Cao, 2018; Shcheglova, Thomson, & Merrill, 2017; Woldemelekot, 2017), and
are particularly relevant here. A key tenet is the relativity of cultures; rather than seeing a
baseline or ‘home’ culture as a standard to be matched or integrated within, all cultures must be
seen as having equal value and right to inclusion (Hofstede, 1991; House, Hanges, Javidian,
Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997). However, with the
assumption of neoliberal goalsetting, as well as a traditional and homogenous community at UX,
the value of intercultural perspectives has been minimized and marginalized in both supports and
policy, a trend that may continue, increase, or hopefully be addressed through this OIP. Thus,
just as global economic and political climates will affect UX internationalization, the
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intercultural mindset of UX’s local community must be monitored, as it could either oppose or
support the changes proposed here.
Overall, the stages of change proposed in this OIP will require input from all of the above
factors, although at different Steps of the process. Langley, Nolan & Nolan (1994) propose a
Plan-Do-Study-Act [PDSA] cycle that aligns the above inputs and change plan, though with
much of the planning completed in this OIP, Cameron & Quinn’s Adhocracy (2011) culture may
also describe the Steps as dynamic and ‘doing first’. Specifically, Stage 1 moves from Planning
into the action of Doing, wherein stakeholder input, program introspection, and goalsetting are
used to take initial steps toward the eventual amalgamation of IFP and SES. Study of these initial
positioning and relationships will inform whether continued work toward integration, proposed
in Stage 2, is needed. If there is not alignment, cooperation, and synergy created as the two
offices work together to support stakeholder and institutional goals, the PDSA cycle can be
restarted without Stage 3 enactment, until internal study and evaluation points to a readiness for
the action of formal amalgamation (Appendix C).
Evaluation. As study of the internal and external inputs discussed above will inform
readiness for the final stage of this action plan, it is important to outline clear metrics for success
and succession, summarized in Appendix E. As concession to the existing neoliberal culture of
UX, its local community stakeholders, and provincial funding model, budgetary evaluation will
be a first point of evaluation. Stages 1 and 2 see a great deal of internal relationship-building,
which present little resource draw or input, but also present two clear opportunities for budgetary
amelioration. First, the reinvigorated marketing to international student markets, both existing
and new, may increase tuition revenue, thus bolstering IFP’s existing business model. Second,
the expansion of IFP’s mandate may similarly increase tuition revenue, though from parallel
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streams. For example, increased focus on Canadian high school students requiring ELA 30-1 for
UX admission, Indigenous students needing English language support, rural and remote students
needing study skills, and ideally all students participating in UX’s “global intellectual hub”, who
will need intercultural competencies, will widen the market for IFP’s services. A connection to
these populations has been established through SES services, and with its academic credential
and expertise, IFP is well-poised to provide academic support for this diverse market.
Diversity itself will be another key metric of success. A central position of this paper is
that diversity is the core value in internationalization at UX, and supports socially just access to
education. Thus, measures of campus diversity should be affected by the increased academic
support IFP can bring to SES, specifically in faculties with imbalanced gender and race ratios.
Though such measures are notoriously absent from Canadian university data (Bakx, 2015;
James, Robinson, & Gallagher-MacKay, 2019) and may be challenged by above discussions of
intersectionality, related data - such as academic success and accolade - as well as student
attrition and remedial measures, will give some indication of whether an amalgamation of IFP
and SES has created synergy in supporting diverse students’ access to education.
Finally, softer metrics may also point to the effectiveness of an IFP/SES merger. Beyond
student numbers or academic success, the diversity of voices themselves on campus depicts the
number of spokes in an “intellectual hub”. For example, although work from diverse students
may not gain external traction or celebration, it is the different perspectives they bring to each
classroom that presents gains to the entire student body, and to social justice positioning. For the
UX campus at large to develop its intercultural competencies, students must have the
opportunities to practice these skills. This OIP offers the opportunity for all local students, not
just those with resources to study abroad, to meet with different cultures and peoples on campus.
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They may experience UX as a true hub in their daily classes, as opposed to through lofty
international partnerships, or marginalized ‘others’ hidden in fragmented offices.
Communications Plan
Cawsey et al. (2016) discuss master change agents as having certain skills and personal
characteristics, such as “interpersonal, communication, and political skills; emotional resilience
and tolerance for ambiguity and ethical conflicts; persistence, pragmatism, and dissatisfaction
with the status quo; and openness to information, flexibility, and adaptability. They act in a
manner likely to build trust.” (p. 256). This OIP has positioned the author as the key change
agent, who will employ the above attributes through several venues. Chapter 1 speaks to the
disharmony between the various stakeholders’ perspectives on the internationalization of UX,
and the author has positioned himself as mediator between them. Therefore, interpersonal,
communication, and political skills will be paramount in bringing the specific parties to the table,
outlined in Appendix D. As a language and academic communication teacher, the author brings a
specific skillset marrying clear and precise verbiage with an acceptance of differing
understandings and conceptualizations, which will be useful to bridging offices, and
perspectives. For example, whereas the language and metrics of success for neoliberal
perspectives are largely quantitative, social justice perspectives often reside in the qualitative.
Thus, it will be important to establish common goalsetting language to align both. Having both
devoted his life to social justice causes, and owned businesses, the author has some authentic
familiarity in both realms. As the solution proposed in this OIP aligns neoliberal and social
justice goalsetting, the expression of such a vision is crucial in navigating organizational politics
and energizing the need for change (Cawsey, et al., 2016).
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Beyond the communication and political skills quoted above, Cawsey et al.’s (2016)
discussion of master change agents’ tolerance for ambiguity is also key to this OIP’s constructive
mediation. While this may be seen as contrasting their further mention of “dissatisfaction with
the status quo” (p. 256), it is here proposed that a tolerance for ambiguity, when treated with
Cameron and Quinn’s Competing Values Framework (2011) and Riel and Martin’s (2017)
constructive alignment, serves to galvanize support from diverse “recipients of change”
(Cawsey, p. 216). This will be done through two approaches to communication, mirroring the
disparate perspectives synergized in this OIP. Cawsey et al. (2016) describe Developmental
Strategists as communicating “how to alter structures and processes to shift the organization to
the new alignment and eliminate the major gap between the organization and the environment’s
demands” (p. 271). Emotional Champions, on the other hand, have a “vision to capture the hearts
and motivations of the organization’s members…when there is a dramatic shift in the
environment and the organization’s structures, systems, and sense of direction are inadequate”
(p. 270). The operationalization of these two approaches seem clearly tied to neoliberal and
social justice perspectives, respectively, but to communicate them “in a manner likely to build
trust” (p. 256), change agents must invoke deep reflection to maintain authenticity. Only in this
way can the broad tolerance for ambiguity required to align perspectives at UX be accomplished.
Cawsey et al. (2016) point to the “need to think with others in a reflective way to see change
happen” (p. 267), thus invoking meaningful communication with a network of stakeholders both
within and beyond UX. Thus, the organizational and contextual knowledge of the author will be
used to communicate developmental strategy, such as regarding the amalgamation of UX
internationalization structures, while also championing the emotions at the heart of social justice
calls for action, such as the need for increased service and support for marginalized students.
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To galvanize the emotions and development proposed in this OIP, a colour branding has
been used throughout this document, specifically in the title and diagrams. In Canada,
conservative politics are usually associated with the colour blue, with liberal branded in red.
Though this does not encompass the complete spectrum of political affiliations, these two
colours, also inversely used in U.S. politics, are used to represent the opposing views
encapsulated in this OIP. The oppositionality of these colours represents the vast amount of
reconciliation and alignment that is proposed to remedy the schism of visions and worldviews
creating volatility globally, and fracturing UX internationalization support offices and policy.
Thus, not only is it the author’s favourite colour, which may provide continuing motivation,
purple is proposed to represent alignment, or blending, of the two colours and positions aligned
in this OIP, and has been used to symbolize a vision for moving forward. Incidentally, it may
also be noted that purple has not traditionally been used in national flags due to the high cost of
its pigmentation before a synthetic was developed. Thus, the colour was only used in garments of
royalty; this OIP sees the democratization of higher education as analogous to the liberation of
the colour from aristocratic control.
Cawsey et al. (2016) also note the role of experience and networks (p. 263) in leading
change. Discussed in Chapter 1, the author’s work experiences have built a broad teaching
portfolio, as have personal experiences in a variety of contexts in both the academic and business
worlds. Moreover, the author has always straddled diverse perspectives, starting with bachelor’s
degree blending arts and science, running an international trade business that supported an artists
collective, and now, the OIP at hand aligning neoliberal and social justice goalsetting. Thus, the
author brings authentic experiences straddling diverse arenas, which have given him the courage
and credibility to reach out to diverse stakeholders. Networking with these stakeholders will
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include a variety of connections, including external partners and markets, internal offices, and
ultimately, UX leadership. However, with the diversity of experience the author brings to these
conversations, networking is facilitated by both the communication skills discussed above, and
the existing relationships already fostered in the internationalization arena at UX.
Outlined in Appendix D, external communications in Stages 1 and 2 center on bolstering
existing and seeking new international networks for IFP services. IFP has traditionally relied
heavily on two market types: national cultural bureaus, mostly in the Middle East, and rapidly
developing markets, overwhelmingly Chinese for at least a decade. Growth in these two arenas is
still possible, but will require targeted communications regarding updated program outcomes and
support offerings. As a strong foothold to start, cultural bureaus carry with them both stability
and strong backing, as they are largely government-funded. However, IFP has not historically
approached them directly, and has instead relied on higher-level relationship building between
UX recruitment offices, Canadian higher education marketing (Canadian International Education
Strategy, 2014), and overseas governance. This has resulted in spotty connections that may fall
prey to political instability, as recently evidenced in relations with the Saudi Cultural Bureau
being affected by arms sale controversy. Instead, direct communication is proposed with cultural
bureaus to not only subvert larger-scale politicizing, but also communicate the specific strengths,
and growth, this OIP plans for IFP. Specifically, this communication focuses on social justice
and the duty of care IFP seeks to develop in concert with UX internationalization office partners
envisioned in Stage 1, and even broader student support as goalsetting through Stages 2 and 3.
Thus IFP can directly diffuse the prevailing narrative of xenophobia and marketization often
disparaging international study, and market a safe, caring, and comprehensive option to cultural
bureaus in the Middle East and beyond.
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Emerging markets have different perspectives than national cultural bureaus, as education
marketization often carries less stigmatization. Thus, marketing communication in these markets,
usually through education fairs and partner institutions, will focus more on the neoliberal targets
and outcomes integrated within this OIP. For example, UX’s reputation is strong and improving,
at least according to international ranking (Times Higher Education, 2019). Students graduating
from its most celebrated faculty have strong employment prospects in the local economy, but to
enter, will require the language and cultural support proposed in this OIP. Student recruitment in
emerging markets will require communication that ties neoliberal outcomes with comprehensive
student support, for example, that IFP graduates garner greater accolades, degree completion, or
jobs. Fortunately, IFP completion has already been shown to be the best predictor of high first
and final semester grades (Tweedie, Dec. 2018). This will be especially important as new
markets arise which don’t have established relationships with and pathways through UX;
therefore, the inclusion of comprehensive student support represents a value-added proposition
that not only encourages recruitment, but also shows innovation beyond competitors.
The above external communications are important for the establishment and growth of
current positioning outlined in Stages 1 and 2; however, to move further, aligning with the
movement from mobilization to acceleration and institutionalization, it will be crucial to
communicate change within UX itself. Internal communications will focus on the three key
internationalization structures discussed throughout this paper: IFP, SES/ISS, and UXI. IFP
communications will involve creating momentum within current IFP staffing. Stage 1 is largely
aligned with the Awakening stage (Cawsey et al., 2016), wherein the nature of and need for
change are described and communicated. This is clear to IFP instructors, who have endured a
‘salvage’ culture for two years, and see a program in decline. The lens of servant leadership
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discussed in Chapter 2 is useful in not only positioning international students’ needs as leading
the direction of change, but also focusing IFP staffing on these needs as goalsetting, rather than
simply self-preservation. Thus, it is intended that communicating a clear future state that outlines
specific and stakeholder-informed needs will galvanize internal IFP staffing, and stem the
outflow of expertise described earlier as a result of program instability. Moreover, effective
communication of the need for and opportunity within such change may turn this outflow into
force propelled by champions wishing to continue the work they have begun in IFP. The
incentive to do is served by the wide goalposts of this OIP; as champions may see neoliberal
benefit due to increased student numbers, social justice benefits due to more robust student
support, or both.
The shift of focus from ISS to SES in this paper is intended to mirror the movement from
existing IFP mandates to broader student support, briefly summarized as moving from English
language instruction to support for diverse populations’ academic, political (visa), and wellbeing
needs. A key communication benefit in doing so also moves discussion between IFP and ISS into
the latter’s superordinate department, and reduces the possibility of resistance from ISS, as
discussed in Chapter 2. For example, as many IFP and ISS services are similar, or even overlap,
Stage 2 could be seen as perilous communication. Involving SES in such discussions positions
ISS as one service within the larger student support mandate, thus positioning it alongside IFP,
which brings a different type of support. For example, ISS brings a wealth of intercultural and
political acumen, with staff trained in the Intercultural Development Inventory or as Regulated
Immigration Advisors. IFP, as discussed in Chapter 2, lacks a dedicated or experienced advisor,
and has yet to implement its program level outcome of acculturation. IFP does, on the other
hand, have a wealth of expertise in academic language and skills instruction targeted to
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international students, which is not addressed by ISS, and only partially addressed by SES’s
generic writing support services. Communicating the need for these elements to work in synergy
will be important, and will require the skills of the author and other champions, as well as the
evidence and visioning in this OIP. Overall, this larger mandate is reflected in Cawsey et al.’s
(2016) Institutionalization stage, or Stage 3 of this OIP, as it binds the individual efforts of IFP
and ISS within a discussion of a larger SES mandate, and pool of prospective students, in order
to inform UX policy and structures.
UXI’s role in this OIP is less than the other two identified internationalization entities,
but still requires communication on two levels. First, it will be important to inform and gain
input from UXI for political reasons, as although it will not be directly implicated in the
proposed change, its mandate for outbound internationalization initiatives is closely tied with the
external relationship-building in Stage 1 of this plan. Second, collegiality and mutual support
will benefit the direct actions of this OIP, which serve to coalesce international supports with
other services for marginalized students. Simply put, internationalization at UX is largely led by
UXI; the Vice-Provost (International) heads the office, which also garners the most amount of
internationalization accolades and revenue. It is politically relevant to inform, if not include, UXI
as a stakeholder in the proposed OIP, particularly as Stage 3 institutionalization is begun.
Conversations with UX leadership, particularly the Vice-Provost (International) are the
ultimate focus for communication as the final stages of the OIP are begun. Stage 3 outlines a
formal process for amalgamating IFP and SES, and will require support from all
internationalization offices as well as UX leadership. The formal approval process, outlined in
Appendices A1 and A2, is relatively straightforward, as motions can be passed through an
explicit chain of approval, technically not requiring outside communications with leadership.
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Nonetheless, the timeline for such approval was reverse-engineered from the timeline for the
upcoming iteration of UX’s strategic plan in 2022, and early stage relationship-building with
peripheral stakeholders, such as UXI and the Vice-Provost (International), is intended to
facilitate the process as a political strategy, beginning with good faith and communication. Thus,
the communication strategy involves including external partners and prospective students,
internal internationalization offices, and UX leadership, following the proposed three stages of
this OIP.
Conclusion: Next Steps and Future Considerations
Overall, the above Organizational Improvement Plan presents a new vision for the
internationalization of UX, and proposes three Stages to develop the university in this arena.
Although recursivity is integrated into the change path in order to encompass challenges and new
inputs, there are certain limitations that may yet hinder growth and transformation in this arena.
For example, a recent provincial election in UX’s home province may have drastic implications
for directioning of provincial higher education, especially since outgoing leadership was seen as
largely pro-education and more left-leaning. Although the OIP at hand requires little funding,
even implied budget austerity may increase resistance to change and innovation. Ironically, this
could occur in spite of the clear fiscal advantages outlined, and reflect an unfortunate mindset of
entrenchment, rather than evolution, as a pathway out of challenges. Nonetheless, this OIP does
address such resistance, if only in the option of limiting itself to Stages One and Two, which
require fewer financial and other resources, directly address budgetary needs, and perhaps most
importantly, can be implemented ‘behind the scenes’, without formal approval. Of course,
political and financial challenges do not exist in a vacuum, and larger national and international
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currents will likely trickle down to UX directioning, as outlined in Chapter One, and the current
volatility in global relations make this an area of uncertainty and concern.
Alongside the changes in the political landscape, changing demographics may also
present new inputs into the change plan. While IFP has weathered several waves of student
origins, based on overseas local economies, prioritization of education, and even refugee status,
IFP’s current focus on China and the Middle East may be on unstable footing, again due to
political and economic instability these regions. International student demographics may also be
shifting locally, as Canada’s population itself changes, with increased immigration, shifting
dominant culture, and interprovincial flow of people. With the national economy at near
standstill, labour, and education, can be seen moving to areas of opportunity; that UX is in a
province traditionally seen as prosperous is established, but from where people will come to seek
opportunity is more difficult to pinpoint. As discussed in Chapter One, UX, and Canada, hold a
strong draw for international students, and the relationship-building proposed in Stage 1, and
grown in Stage 2, presents an opportunity to grow and redirect pathways into UX from around
the globe, and across the country.
Perhaps the largest considerations in moving forward with this OIP center on the global
zeitgeist. Maclean’s magazine’s most recent issue at the time of writing invites readers to “join
the compassion revolution … [the] call for more compassion as the last-gasp remedy for systems
on the brink” (Macleans, July 1, 2019, cover). Indeed, UX internationalization may be at just
such a tipping point, perhaps leading Brandenburg & De Wit’s (2015) claim that it is dying. IFP
in particular has witnessed a withering market, and weakened life-support within UX,
exemplifying focus on other, often more marketable and profitable, ventures. Nonetheless, this
OIP presents an opportunity for leadership at UX to maintain compassion as a priority, alongside
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budgetary and growth imperatives. Moreover, that such support for the ‘whole student’, and
compassion for people beyond their identities as students, is so topical presents an opportunity
for UX to lead, and be recognized, in this regard.
In sum, UX and its stakeholders will dictate how this OIP is effected. With the leadership
changes outlined in Chapter 1 fast approaching, increasingly intersectional identities needing
recognition and support, and the author completing this OIP, the critical point for change is nigh.
As discussed in the timeline for change, Summer 2019 will mark a point of transition in
leadership, beginning of the change plan timeline, and even review of the author’s contract with
UX. Though this OIP will be further developed up to and beyond this period of time, a
framework for change is ready, and can be begun gradually. A final need before beginning action
is for the author to, perhaps more symbolically than literally, sign and approve this OIP, and
move to establishing the partnerships, curriculum, and approval processes that will move it into
the real world of UX.
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Glossary

•

Problem of Practice (POP): “a persistent, contextualized, and specific issue embedded
in the work of a professional practitioner, the addressing of which has the potential to
result in improved understanding, experience, and outcomes” ("The Framework © Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate", para. 11, 2019)

•

Organizational Improvement Plan (OIP): the document at hand, presenting scaffolded
change management to address the Problem of Practice

•

UX: large public Canadian university

•

UX Strategy: five-year strategic plan for the directioning of UX

•

Internationalization Strategy (Strategy): one of four local-area strategies within UX
Strategy, alongside Sustainability, Mental Health, Indigenization, and Internationalization

•

Provincial International Strategy (PIS): economic internationalization strategic
document for the province of UX

•

International Foundations Program (IFP): an English for Academic Purposes and
academic upgrading program area within the UX Faculty of Education

•

Educational Study Area (EDSA): collegially governed, standing committee able to pass
motions advising the Faculty of Education Council

•

Student and Enrollment Services (SES): department housing offices serving and
supporting identified student groups at UX

•

International Student Services (ISS): office within SES providing support, advising to
international students at UX

•

UX International (UXI): standalone UX office championing the International Strategy
through international partnerships, study abroad, and overseas recruitment
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Appendix B: Comparative Social Justice Initiatives
Though other social justice paradigms may be “positioned on the axis of either
difference-centeredness or critical theoretical perspective” (Brown & Strega, 2005, p. 65), antioppressive theories have the advantage of embracing both. Thus, the theoretical framework of
this OIP benefits from both acknowledging the diversity and difference international
perspectives bring, and from bringing a critical lens to how UX defines its foci of
internationalization in policy. Brown & Strega’s work is consciously used to draw specific
parallels between LGBTQ, Indigenous, and international students’ rights, and provides an
important model to the conceptual framework of this OIP.
Higher education has seen great progress through social justice perspectives overall,
particularly in the area of diversity. Bell & Adams’ (2016) social-justice framework centers on
“full and equitable participation of people from all social identity groups in a society that is
mutually shaped to meet their needs” (p. 1). For example, the focus of targeted social justice
research in higher education is on identified, diverse, marginalized populations such as LGBTQ
(ie: Marine & Nicolazzo, 2017), incarcerated (e.g., Anders & Noblit, 2011; Copenhaver,
Edwards-Willey, & Byers, 2007), Indigenous (ie: Wilson, 2013), minority race (ie: Reaves,
2013) and those from developing nations (ie: Abdullah & Chaudhry, 2018). Although there is an
emerging body of literature bridging these with internationalization topics, for example race and
language (Murrell, 2017) or sexuality and internationalization policy (Jubas, 2015), the
conceptualization used in this paper focuses the marginalization, and rights, of international
students, though they are seen to parallel struggles and concerns of other anti-oppressive
perspectives on campus.
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The varied social justice movements above parallel the challenges faced when bringing
other forms of diversity, here international students, to the higher education campus. For
example, social justice work in higher education is seen as lacking in theoretical or
methodological rigor (Renn, 2010), particularly as it is often qualitative, or ‘soft’, focusing on
such affective topics as awareness, sensitivity, and inclusion. This perception is reinforced in
relation to ‘hard’ data, such as budget and funding, student numbers, or other market metrics,
discussed above as approaching dogma. Given the earlier discussion of the challenges still facing
international students in higher education, other social justice research and action, such as
LGBTQ and Indigenous, are useful templates or complements to social justice in
internationalization.
Intersectionality theory, originally discussed in reference to the experiences of Black
women experiencing exponentially more oppression due to the intersection of race, gender, and
class (Crenshaw, 1989), presents an important new direction in social justice research that both
encompasses the common experiences of different marginalized identities within the complex
individual identity, and also recognizes that this complexity brings even greater challenges.
International students may well belong to other identified marginalized populations, such as
Indigenous or LGBTQ, however at UX, supports are provided in distinct offices and separate
policy, despite research pointing to more complex treatment being required (e.g., Mitchell,
Simmons, & Greyerbiehl, 2014).
This contrast is particularly well evidenced when equity and internationalization do not
align in policy. For example, Jubas, (2015) presents a rare intersection of sexuality and
internationalization policy, and notes “new issues surface when policies and strategies related to
equity collide with policies and strategies related to internationalization” (p. 55). This example
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can be seen as a parallel discourse between populations in power and in margins, and an
important model is provided wherein the LGBTQ movement allied its “demands with rhetoric
around equality and civil rights” (p. 57) to gain traction. Similarly, the opposing views toward
international students is not about internationalization, but about identity and rights. That
international students’ identities can similarly be fluid, intersectional, private, or nebulous points
to the usefulness of allying with similarly marginalized populations. Overall, if
“internationalization discourses and strategies exacerbate…and present new forms of
discrimination and marginalization” (Jubas, 2015, p. 62) for one population, intersectionality
allows that it can be particularly damning for complex international student identities. Thus, the
work done in LGBTQ higher education highlights the power of aligning, or even intersecting,
with parallel movements.
Much as social justice research on gender rights draws strong parallels to
internationalization, Indigenous research also presents useful parallels in incorporating nondominant worldviews into UX policy. Though far from complete, UX’s Indigenous Strategy has
seen great successes, which may stem from a strong alignment of policy from the macro- to the
micro-. For example, Article 26 of the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights
enshrines that “Higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit” (UN
General Assembly, 1948). Although in itself the phrase ‘equally accessible to all’ carries with it
pragmatic challenges that seem overtly impossible, the ‘basis of merit’ also carries unstated
implications that may be co-opted in neoliberal agendas. Nonetheless, this policy applies to “all
nations, racial or religious groups” (para. 2) and informs the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2008), which, in turn, enables more localized alignment, such as
in the Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Commission [TRC]. Finally, the recommendations of
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the TRC have informed, and supported, the creation of the UX Indigenous Strategy, which ha
arguably seen greater successes and entrenchment than the UX International Strategy. Thus, the
strength of the UX Indigenous Strategy may then be seen as stemming from clear alignment with
higher-level policy, and points to the need for similar in the Internationalization Strategy.
The process for development of UX’s Indigenous Strategy has also been quite transparent
along this policy chain, aligning with TRC Principles six and seven (TRC, 2015), which speak to
accountability, stewardship of relationships, and the input of stakeholder perspectives through
transparent consultation processes. Although the TRC and Indigenous voices are reflected in
UX’s Indigenous Strategy, the same cannot be said for international stakeholders’ input into the
International Strategy. When looking at relevant focus group input at UX, such as in the
Community and Student Experience guides, balanced or equitable approach to
internationalization is not discussed (UX, 2016). Although the Community and Student
Experience Guide seeks to “raise the bar on the impact of [UX] locally, nationally and
internationally” (p. 2), the “broad consultative process” (p. 2) did not identify any international
perspectives by name, such as those from partner institutions in other countries, national policy
makers, or even the university’s own internationalization structures, ISS, IFP, and UXI. In fact,
the only mention of international students themselves is in the last sentence of the Student
Experience guide and refers simply to support for family members accompanying international
students (p. 6). The TRC Principles offer key guidance to this OIP by not only naming who is
responsible for the university’s relationships, but also acknowledging that these relationships
must be informed by the stakeholders’ perspectives and understandings. Parallel to how
Aboriginal peoples in Canada have suffered the effects of colonization, international students
have arguably suffered similar, if less atrocious, cultural ‘whitewashing’, economic
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powerlessness (see Chapter 1), and reduced opportunity for the “full development of human
personality” (Article 26, UN, para. 2). Thus, a critical first step in remedying such oppression is
the deep, accountable, and visible inclusion of international stakeholders’ voices.
The imbalance of agency experienced by LGBTQ and Indigenous students is exacerbated
by international students’ lack of legal right to the land on which they study. Nonetheless, with
UN policy guaranteeing the rights to higher education for all (UN General Assembly, 1948), this
agency should be extended to all students, international included. Overall, the gains made by
LGBTQ and Indigenous populations in social justice globally and on the UX campus provide
effective lessons in understanding how social justice can be effected by aligning with other
causes and higher-level policy, and including the voices of the stakeholders themselves.
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Appendix C: Change Path Model and OIP Stages
Stage 1: Contextualizing and SelfIdentifying IFP
-Identify external market
relationships
-Identify internal relationships
-Develop IFP vision and mission

2019-2020 Academic Year
Stage 2: Establishing partnerships
and serving stakeholder needs
- Foster and diversify external
market relationships
-Develop relationships among UX
internationalization structures
-Communicate new IFP vision and
mission internally and externally
-Gather usage and efficiency data

2020-2021 Academic Year
Stage 3: Formalizing partnerships
and new vision/strategy

(Cawsey et al., 2016, p. 2)

-Formal amalgamation of SES
offices
-Informing new International
Strategy iteration (2022)
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Appendix D: Communications Plan

Stage
1

Stakeholder(s)
Internal –
International
students

Message
“UX is ready to
move forward with
supports for diverse
students, and
values your input”

Venue
In-class; IFP
focus groups; ISS
advising notes;
Community
Engagement
Department
‘Town Halls’

1

External –
Overseas markets
and partnerships

“IFP does more than
teach English; it and
its partners provide
broad intercultural
and whole-student
support”

UXI marketing
and recruitment
meetings;
overseas UX
recruitment fairs

1

External –
Local markets and
partnerships

“IFP does more than
teach English; it and
its partners prepare
ALL students for
university success”

Provincial
Teaching
Association
consultation; inschool visits at
local high
schools; rural
and remote
programs

1

Internal –
Decanal search
committee
members

“We have an
opportunity to lead
in
internationalization,
IF we have the right
leadership”

EDSA and faculty
meetings;
personal contact
with search
committee
members

Point(s) of Contact
IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author); IFP staff
undertaking
relevant research;
ISS advisors;
student leaders
and international
clubs; UX
Community
Engagement
Department
UXI marketing
staff; UX
recruitment staff;
national Culture
Bureaus and
Ministries of
Education
Provincial Teaching
Association; UX
recruitment staff;
IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author) and local
high school
advisors; rural and
remote program
coordinators
Faculty of
Education
Associate Dean
(International);
Associate Dean
(IFP); outgoing
Dean of Education;
researchers in
Indigenous and
Gender studies

Strategy
Connecting a few
change leaders and
early adopters to
champion socially
just change that has
personal benefits
for students (rights)
Inclusion in
Community
Engagement
Department Town
Hall initiatives
Communicating the
new value of UX
education as lowcost, high quality,
comprehensive
support
Relate lessened role
of provincial exams
to lagging student
skills; generation 1.5
(immigrants’
children)
marginalization;
social and academic
needs for other
marginalized
students
Leveraging parallel
social justice
researchers’
expertise and
goalsetting into the
search process
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Stakeholder(s)
Internal –
UX
internationalization
structures

Message
“We would like your
help to support
students in, and
marketing of, IFP”

Venue
Personal and
departmental
connections;
existing
initiatives
bridging
structures

Point(s) of Contact
IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author),
departmental
champions (IFP,
ISS, UXI)

1

Internal –
IFP staff

“Rather than
salvage, we have an
opportunity to
grow, and lead, in
diversifying UX”

IFP internal
communications;
IFP Council;
hallway
conversations

IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author),
departmental
champions (IFP)

2

Internal –
SES staff and
leadership

Meeting
between IFP and
SES leadership,
with IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author)

IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author), SES and
IFP leadership,

2

Internal –
ISS / IFP

“IFP fits within your
mandate of service
to diverse groups,
and can bring
academic and
research supports
and qualifications”
“We have
complementary
offerings, which we
should mutually
support and employ
rather than
compete for”

Direct
communication
between IFP
Program
Coordinator
(Author) and ISS
early adopters,
particularly
through existing
agreements

IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author), ISS early
adopters

Strategy
Establishing overlap
and gaps in
supports;
communicating
vision for integrated
and robust
internationalization
support
We can not only
save our jobs, but
do good for
students, and create
a new vision for IFP,
UX, and beyond.
Encouraging
partnership of ISS
and IFP provides
model for increased
cooperation for
other SES support
offices
IFP is not wellpositioned to offer
social support, but
can bring effective
academic support to
ISS
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Stage
2

Stakeholder(s)
Internal –
Other SES
constituent offices

Message
“IFP can bring
academic and
research supports
and qualifications
to your mandate of
service to a specific
group”

Venue
Formal
discussions
initiated by
author

2

External –
New and
intersectional
overseas markets

UXI marketing
and recruitment
meetings;
overseas UX
recruitment fairs

3

Internal –
UX
Internationalization
policy and
structures

“UX welcomes ALL
students, and has
the academic and
personal supports
to help students
succeed in a safe
and accepting
country”
“UX has the data
and vision to
transform
internationalization
into just and robust
supports for all
diverse students”

Formal UX
approval
process,
beginning with
author’s EDSA

Point(s) of Contact
Native (Indigenous)
centre,
Accessibility
Services, Women’s
resource centre,
Centre for
CommunityEngaged Learning,
Faith and
Spirituality Centre,
and Student
Success Centre
leadership; IFP
Program
Coordinator
(Author) and
leadership, SES
leadership
UXI marketing
staff; UX
recruitment staff;
national Culture
Bureaus and
Ministries of
Education

Strategy
IFP is not wellpositioned to offer
social support, but
can bring effective
academic and
research support to
the populations with
whom you work

IFP Program
Coordinator
(Author),
internationalization
structure
champions;
international
student
stakeholders;
Provincial Ministry
of Education; UX
Board of Governors

Leveraging the data
collected and
partnerships formed
from Stages 1 and 2,
the groundwork has
been laid for formal
transformation of
UX policy and
structures.

In a volatile, even
hostile, world,
Canada, and UX,
welcome and
support ALL
students.
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Appendix E: Metrics of Success

Framework

Stakeholder(s)
IFP

SES
Neoliberal

UXI

UX

UX External Community
IFP
SES

Social Justice

UX Students

UX External Community

Metric
Enrollment numbers
Partnerships (local and overseas)
Research output
Grant input
Usage data (numbers, type)
Resource efficiency
Overseas partnerships
Awards and recognition
International recruitment data
Marketability of reputation (ranking)
Student success data
Research partnerships and funding
Ancillary service capital input
Global marketability
Job security and satisfaction
Academic success of diverse students
Non-academic advising and supports for
‘whole student’
Diversity and number of students using office
Growth of global/intercultural competencies
Number of intercultural experiences
Supports for intersectional and diverse
identities
Cohesion among diverse community members
Diversity of culture

